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Abstract 

Electricity production in Iceland today is almost entirely renewable by utilizing 
geothermal and hydropower resources. In recent years yet another renewable 
energy technology became center of the debate: Wind power. By experience of 
other countries such as Germany and Denmark it is known that wind power 
integration can have adverse effects on the reliability of the power system, such as 
increased balancing requirements for supply and demand, transmission constraints 
and the efficiency of operations of power plants using other production 
technologies. The focal point of this thesis is the impact of the forecast error of 
wind power on balancing requirements. Such an error has to be resolved in real 
time by reserves on the regulating market. Therefore future scenarios of forecast 
errors after wind integration are modelled, in order to assess whether or not the 
current legal regulating power reserve of 40 MW should be adapted or not 
considering a wind power project with 203 MW in a single and dispersed power 
plant case. It was found that if a 203 MW power plant is to be integrated reserves 
have to be adapted and operation of the power system will become substantially 
more expensive. Savings can be made in terms of excess reserve need and 
associated costs if wind power plants are geographically dispersed rather than 
concentrated in one single area. 
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1   Introduction & Background 
 

Unlike most other countries, Iceland has been graced with abundant resources for renewable 

energy. Its location on the Mid Atlantic Ridge allows magma to circulate close to the surface, 

shaping the landscape and releasing substantial amounts of heat. Already in early years 

Icelanders have learned to use this very heat so that first geothermal use was recorded in the 

first decade of the 19th century. Ever since, the geothermal energy sector has been thriving by 

innovating technologies and utilizing deeper and deeper heat reservoirs with higher 

temperatures for electricity generation and heat systems – so much so that Iceland is often 

considered the poster child of geothermal energy production. With the Icelandic Deep Drilling 

Project, the sector is trying to push boundaries even further by reaching down to supercritical 

geothermal fluids at up to 4.5 km1. 

Due to the location close to the Arctic circle and the interaction of heat and ice during 

the glacial periods, the extreme landscapes furthermore enable Iceland to exploit the glacial 

melts and run offs as a second important resource for electricity production. Hydro power, as 

of today, is considered an essential part for the Icelandic electricity sector since geothermal 

resources are difficult and expensive to develop. Due to the recession of glaciers and the 

associated increased glacier melt hydropower potential is increasing, yet this has also raised 

environmental concerns and questions related to sustainability. Within this context another 

natural phenomenon that could help diversify the electricity sector portfolio and mitigate future 

shortages in resources moved to the center of the debate – the kinetic force of wind.  

Wind potential in Iceland is substantial with average onshore power densities of 100 to 

700 W/m2 and winter wind potential of 300-1500 W/m2 (Nawri et al., 2014). In conjunction 

with the ever sinking costs and increasing technological innovations that wind power has 

experienced over the past decades it is now considered a viable solution for Iceland as well. 

Research in Iceland in this area has been thriving over the last years and many first projects 

have been presented to the public (Fontaine, 2015; “More wind power for South Iceland?”, 

2015).  

Yet, from experience in other countries with high shares of wind power such as 

Germany and Denmark it is known that wind power integration can have many adverse effects 

on the power market and system such as inefficiencies in unit commitment of non-renewable 

                                                
1 More information: http://www.iddp.is 
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technologies due to the stochastic nature of wind as well as abnormal price behavior and 

requires several adaptations in order to maintain secure system operations.  

One of the most important impacts stems from the fact that wind speeds, and therefore 

wind power output, are unpredictable due to the chaotic nature of wind. As load in a power 

system is not perfectly predictable as well, for both (wind power output and load) there is a 

risk of a forecast error which has to be resolved in real time by security measures such as the 

regulating power reserve. This master thesis investigates whether or not the Icelandic 

regulating reserves that currently are required to be at a level of +/- 40 MW are sufficient or if, 

after integration of wind, critical situations might arise if the legal reserve remains unchanged. 

The aim of this thesis therefore is to …  

 

1)   … review literature on power systems and issues with integration of wind power, with 

emphasis on the Icelandic power system in order to create a sufficient background for 

the reader 

2)    … statistically analyze the uncertainty of power production created by a realistic wind 

power project at a site in the South-West of Iceland 

3)    … assess whether the wind farm project would have significant impacts on the 

Icelandic regulating market. 

4)    … determine how these impacts are affected by size and dispersion of wind farms. 

5)   … make recommendations for Icelandic power system operation and regulation under 

increased penetration of wind. 

 

The modelling procedure used for this evaluation entails several steps. By using real wind 

speed data a wind power output scenario is derived in the form of a time series which 

subsequently is used to produce a forecast using ARIMA modelling. The difference between 

the forecasted output time series and the time series derived from the observed wind data itself 

is the wind forecast error. 

In a next step an assumption is made about a load forecast error, which represents the 

assumed current forecast error of the system without wind. This error is convoluted with the 

wind forecast error resulting in a hypothetical system forecast error after the integration of 

wind power. This system forecast error constitutes the focal point of this study and is used for 

statistical analyses. In conjunction with the aforementioned regulatory minimum capacity 

requirement in the regulating power market (RPM) it can then be assessed whether or not 

possible new critical situations for secure system operations could arise from wind power 
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integration in Iceland. These critical situations will be quantified as the probability of a forecast 

error being larger than the current minimum capacity requirement and therefore also indicate 

the necessary adaption of the reserves in the RPM. 

A further step then investigates whether or not a geographic dispersion of wind power 

plants in Iceland would allow to decrease the effects of and the wind power forecast error itself. 

‘Geographic dispersion’ in this context means that the studied wind power plant project is split 

into two equally big power plants located at different sites. Statements will then be drawn 

whether such a division will reduce overall impacts on volatility of the system with emphasis 

on the potentially necessary adaptation of the regulating power reserves as a consequence of 

the reduced forecast error. This is done by generating a second forecast error that has some 

correlation to the first wind power forecast error using parts of the computational approach 

from above. As a last step, for the sake of a wider picture several other adverse effects on the 

Icelandic system are outlined. 

The structure of the thesis is set up as follows: 

In chapters 2-4 first a background will be given on power system operations and 

reliability. Using this background, the impacts of wind power integration on power systems 

will be explained. In order to be able to understand possible effects on the Icelandic market 

furthermore an introduction to the Icelandic electricity sector will be given. The computational 

steps are then divided as follows: 

In the subchapters of chapter 5 the methodology for the analysis, transformation and 

ARIMA modelling will be presented. Additionally, a wind power project is chosen which will 

outline the technical features used for this study. Results and statistical analysis presented will 

be presented in the last subchapter. 

Chapter 6 will begin with an introduction to the theory used for quantification of 

impacts of wind power forecast errors. The actual quantification of the impact is then split in 

two parts with an initial general analysis of possible impacts of wind power integration 

according to the theory by Holttinen (2005) using real load data which was provided at a late 

stage of the computation of this thesis. Following this first assessment, the methodology for 

the computation of the aforementioned system forecast error are outlined. Again, results will 

be presented following each subpart.  

Chapter 7 will then analyze the derived single power plant scenario derived in the 

previous chapters under the assumption of a dispersed power plant, i.e. using two power plants 

of equal size in different locations. As before, methodology is presented first followed by 

results.  
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2  Power System Operation 
 

A power system is an interconnected system that links electricity consumers and generators via 

transmission and distribution infrastructure. As electricity is the basic resource for many 

industrial processes and therefore economic activity as well as growth, a failure of power 

systems and the associated supply of electricity is costly and has far reaching consequences. 

The ultimate goal of power system operations is to supply electricity to the market with full 

access for all players and consequently maintain the reliability of this system at all times. 

System reliability entails ‘system security’ and ‘system adequacy’.  

System security is defined as the system’s ability to withstand short-term disturbances 

such as fluctuations in demand and supply, as well as more severe events such as failures of 

certain components in the system. These so-called “disturbances” impact the frequency of the 

system along with the voltage and loading of components. If a system is synchronously 

operated and generation and demand are in equilibrium, the frequency of the power system 

will maintain a stable level. For European grids the target frequency is set at 50 Hz. A deviation 

from 50 Hz implies an imbalance that needs to be resolved. For a frequency above 50 Hz the 

consumption of electricity is lower than the production and vice versa.  

Within this context several stages of reserves ensure that deviations of the system’s 

stable frequency are resolved.. Generally, minor deviations are resolved automatically. If 

frequency control services fail to maintain secure levels and a certain predefined limit on 

frequency is breached, system protection devices are triggered. These security limits often 

differ among countries. In Iceland and Switzerland for example, the maximum allowed 

deviation are +/- 0.2 Hz (Landsnet, 2007; Swissgrid, 2013) while for the Nordic countries the 

maximum allowed frequency deviation is +/- 0.1 Hz (FINNGRID, 2016). As mentioned before, 

frequency deviations can happen due to many reasons and substantially differ in size and time 

of occurrence which is why constitutes the rationale for further stages of explicit frequency 

control reserves present in the system. Generally, these capacities can be provided by either the 

demand or generation side. For simplicity reasons, demand-response will not be explained as 

it works along the same principles. 

The first stage of reserves are primary reserves. Primary reserve capacity is 

automatically activated within seconds from the frequency deviation and supplies/reduces 

power in opposition to it. The second stage are so called ’secondary reserves’. These are 

activated and deactivated to ensure equilibrium of supply and demand. In this process the 
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secondary reserves also free up primary reserve for frequency control services during longer 

lasting breaches of security limits. Their response time ranges from several seconds up to 15 

minutes. In case of a long-lasting severe disturbance, for example because of a loss of a 

generating unit, an additional long-term reserve becomes necessary to restore secondary 

control reserves, manage eventual congestions and keep frequency at stable levels. It should 

however be mentioned that the terminology and set up of reserves differs from country to 

country (Milligan et al., 2010). The above nevertheless describes the basic set up for the 

maintenance of security protection measures. For this thesis this basic definition is used in 

order to avoid confusion.  

A typical way of reserve operation is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Reserve Power Activation after Frequency Drop;  Source: (Holttinen, 2005) 

The upper graph in the Figure 1 shows the reaction of frequency to a disturbance in the 

system. Due to an initial disturbance, such as a failure of a generator, the frequency drops below 

its initial level. This decrease translates into a decrease in the power demand of the system as 

the active power consumed by any load that is not perfectly resistive decreases when the 

frequency decreases. Within seconds after the breach primary resources are deployed (light 

grey dashed line) representing additional generation which brings the frequency back to an 

equilibrium state. After the system has been stabilized by the primary reserves the secondary 

reserve (black dotted line) takes over maintaining the system in its stable state thus allowing to 
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phase out primary reserves. In case of a long term loss of generation tertiary or long-term 

reserves are activated to replace failed generators and to sustain an adequate amount of 

generation on the market to service all demand. 

Defined in the “Agreement regarding operation of the interconnected Nordic power 

system (System Operations Agreement)” by ENTSO-E (2006) the maximum disturbances, 

called “dimensioning faults”, are “faults which entail the loss of individual major components 

(production units, lines, transformers, bus bars, major consumers etc.) and entail the greatest 

impact upon the power system from all fault events that have been taken into account”. The 

normal operational state of a power system then should ensure that a dimensioning fault does 

not cause large voltage and/or frequency deviations, loss of synchronous operation, overloads, 

undamped oscillations or necessitates last resort measures such as load shedding. In this context 

it should be noted that willingly splitting the system into asynchronous islands can also be used 

as a security measure and can help to avoid shedding of load.  Furthermore, a spread of the 

fault to larger areas and an eventual blackout of the system have to be prevented (Holttinen & 

Hirvonen, 2005). 

System reliability also entails ‘system adequacy’, which considers the ability of the 

generators to service demand over longer time periods such as several weeks, months or years 

ahead by accounting for changes in demand and availability of generating units. The term 

availability includes all online and offline states of generating units. Overall the system has to 

be structured in a way as to be able to handle unplanned and planned shut downs of power 

plants, the latter for example in the case of maintenance work. These outage times have to be 

considered in order to ensure adequate supply at all times. A standard measure commonly used 

is the capacity value or capacity credit which is the contribution of a generator or power plant 

to the adequacy of the system overall. As this thesis focuses on the system security in the short-

term rather than long-term adequacy, system adequacy will only be briefly touched upon in 

later chapters but will not be the core of any analysis. 
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3  Wind Power Integration Effects on Power Systems 
 

Intermittent renewable energies such as solar power and wind power are known to impact the 

system operations due to their variability and unpredictability. At certain levels of integration, 

they potentially could call for a restructuring of unit commitment and adaption of the amount 

of reserves to maintain frequency and voltage levels and therefore overall balance and system 

security. Compared to systems without wind power, the integration thereof alters the 

requirements to power system operations due to the inherent variability in wind power output 

and the resulting increased forecast error. The effects of both, as well as other impacts on the 

power system, will be explained in the following subchapters. 

 

3.1  Variability of Wind Power Output 

 

Contrary to other electricity generation technologies, wind power exhibits large variations in 

output over the year due to its dependence on wind which itself is an unpredictable and highly 

variable resource. Wind is a natural phenomenon occurring in all levels of the atmosphere 

triggered by pressure and insolation differences determined by the prevailing climate. On a 

regional scale wind speeds are mainly influenced by the geographic location, the presence and 

size of land and sea, as well as mountains and plain areas. Finally, from a local perspective 

wind speeds are impacted by vegetation and local topography.  

Some of these complex climatologic and geographic interactions create recurring 

patterns in wind speeds. The most pronounced patterns are seasonal and diurnal variations. In 

the Northern hemisphere, for example, wind speeds increase on average in colder winter 

months and vary diurnally due to temperature differences over the day. The latter is especially 

important in the case of a power plant site close to the shore as the so-called sea-breeze 

phenomenon amplifies diurnal wind speeds (Albadi & El-Saadany, 2010).   

Generally, the aforementioned patterns can also occur over the long term. Long term 

variability implies time scales of several years up to decades. Their impact on wind power 

production is relatively low as has been shown by several studies. Mean power output 

variability therefore only exhibits a maximum standard deviation between two decades of 10% 

or less  (Söder, 2005; Söder & Ackermann, 2005). 

For power system impact studies concerned with system security, short term effects are 

the main focus.  Short-term wind power variation is commonly measured in megawatt variation 
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or percentage change compared to the proceeding time step. Thereby several time steps can be 

considered: variations between seconds, minutes, hours or multiple hours as to allow an 

analysis of different variation patterns. Generally, it holds that the extent of fluctuations can 

differ substantially the bigger the time step. 

For example: In a study a wind farm in Lake Benton, Minnesota, with an installed 

capacity of 103.5 MW, Wan and Bucaneg (2002) show that the maximum upward power 

fluctuation on a time step from one second to another is only as high as 4 MW and the 

maximum downward variation is approximately 7.5MW. Maximum minute-to-minute 

variations range between -14.4 MW and +11.5 MW and hourly maximum variations reach 

values between -51.7 MW and 64.5 MW with 93.6% of the values lying between +/- 20.5 MW. 

It should be mentioned, though, that the historic data used was screened in order to eliminate 

forced or controlled outages induced by extreme events or technical faults. Therefore, the 

analysis leaves out extreme variations induced by these outages.  

Outages triggered by extreme wind events can happen due to unpredictably fast 

changing wind patterns, the most common of which happen on a time scale of minutes or 

seconds. Typical minute-to-minute variations are called ‘wind die outs’, ‘wind rises’ as well as 

‘wind gusts’ and ‘wind lulls’. A wind die out thereby describes a sudden decrease in wind over 

minutes while a wind rise is the opposite. Wind gusts are wind rises followed by a pause in the 

wind speed change and then by a wind die out over a short period of time. Wind lulls exhibit 

the same elements in reverse order. According to Banakar, Luo, and Ooi (2008) especially 

wind lulls and gusts can introduce great variability due to a slingshot effect, as at the end of the 

rise long time delays of automatic generation control can create rotational momentum for the 

rotor and therefore the units’ outputs. When – for either a lull or a gust – the pause period in 

the wind speed change is short, units will be still responding to the first ramp while the second 

ramp rate begins. This causes the unit outputs to gather greater momentum at the end of the 

second ramp. As a result, overall variations are increased. 

Wind patterns and changes in wind speeds therefore play the central role in determining 

wind power variability. However, only considering the wind speeds as the sole cause of 

variation would result in an overestimation of variations and therefore lead to an inefficient 

adaption of balancing reserves. Several studies have shown that next to wind speeds other 

important factors also contribute to the final variation. One of these can be found within the 

power plants themselves. 

The number and distribution of the individual wind turbines and wind farms greatly 

impacts the effective fluctuation. As individual generation activities are not synchronized, 
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changes in wind speeds affect the single units at different times introducing a smoothing of 

output variability. Up to a certain point this effect becomes more and more pronounced if more 

wind turbines are spread over a larger area. When the upper limit is reached, i.e. when an 

addition of an individual turbine does not decrease variability of output anymore, the 

smoothing effect can only be increased by enlarging the area of the wind farm and adding 

further turbines. If for example a gust, which is defined as a substantial wind speed increase 

lasting a couple of seconds, hits a wind farm, not every turbine is affected at the same time due 

to their different location within the wind power plant. As the operation of the individual 

turbines is not synchronized, consequently the impact could be cancelled out. Indeed, Holttinen 

and Hirvonen (2005) state that variations on time scales of seconds and minutes only minimally 

add to variation in wind power output. As a matter of fact, minute-to-minute variations caused 

by lulls and gusts can be smoothed significantly with a small amount of turbines (Albadi & El-

Saadany, 2010) while wind speed changes in the dimension of seconds will not even be 

translated into electricity due to the inertia of the blades of the wind turbine.  

This smoothing effect is also amplified in the presence of several wind farms that are 

geographically dispersed over a larger area. Especially so, if the wind speeds between the 

power plants are uncorrelated over longer time frames (Roques, Hiroux, & Saguan, 2010).  

Figure 2 shows the relation between the distance of wind farms and the correlation 

factors for variations of output on different time steps. It can be seen that for average variations 

in time steps of 4 and 12 hours there is almost no smoothing at all and two-hour, one-hour and 

30-minutes step changes exhibit a power output variation correlation of approximately 0.7-0.8. 

Merely output on 5-minute time increments is only slightly correlated and therefore 

experiences substantial smoothing already at low distances. This trend decreases the further 

away the power plants or wind turbines are located from each other resulting in almost 

independent power fluctuations for the considered time scales below 12 hours. The 12-hourly 

variations of output themselves do still entail correlations, even if at low levels with a 

correlation of approximately 0.2.  

Evidently, when no dispersed wind farms are present or areas of wind farms are small, 

variability effects are more severe and get translated directly into the system. As 

aforementioned, second to minute variation only barely add to variability of power output 

which is why commonly minute-to-minute, hourly and 12-hour time steps are of greatest 

concern. The scale of these interacting effects and the variability of the output is determined 

by the level of penetration of wind power in the system. More wind power integrated in the 

system will lead to increased volatility of power outputs. 
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Figure 2: Correlation Coefficient for Different Time Step Variations in Wind Power Output related to Distance of two 

Areas; (Source: Ernst, Wan & Kriby, 1999) 

 

3.2  Wind Forecast Error 

 

In order to service future electricity demand, the wind power plant has to be integrated into the 

unit commitment process. This requires the generator to forecast possible output scenarios that 

will then be used as basis for the production schedule handed in to the system operator. These 

forecasts are commonly based on meteorological data in the short term and on historic power 

outputs for long term forecasts. Due to the chaotic nature of wind there is a substantial amount 

of inaccuracy and uncertainty involved in producing a wind power forecast. This inherent 

impreciseness of wind power forecasts bears the potential of a greater forecast error than would 

be the case for other generation technologies or load itself. In order to keep operational risk of 

a system breakdown at allowed levels, the knowledge of the probability distribution of this 

error is important. Often, the wind forecast error is found to have a probability distribution such 

as Gaussian distribution (Giebel, 2000). Other studies contradict these findings and the error is 

modelled using other distributions such as Cauchy, Laplace, Hyberbolic or Beta distribution 

(Bludszuweit, Dominguez-Navarro, & Llombart, 2008; Hodge, Ela, & Milligan, 2012; Hodge, 

Lew, & Milligan, 2013). These studies suggest that there is some evidence that the error is not 

necessarily generated from one of the predefined distributions and therefore theoretical models 

often lack accuracy.  

Figure 3 depicts measured realizations of such a forecast error for a wind power forecast 

in Germany along with a fitted Gaussian probability density curve. It can be seen quite easily 
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that the curve does not reflect the realizations of the actual forecast error – especially in the tail 

region. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Actual Wind Power Forecast Error Values versus fitted Gaussian Distribution; (Source: B.  Lange et al., 2006) 

Holttinen et al. (2009) and B. Lange et al. (2006) hence conclude that a Gaussian distribution 

largely underestimates the range of the distribution of realizations as unforeseen events such 

as storms can lead to extreme forecast errors which increase the tails. According to Hodge et 

al. (2012) wind power forecast errors depend on factors such as the size of the wind power 

plant, the balancing area, the forecast method as well as time scale considered. All of these 

translate into a specific shape of the error probability density distribution which can only be 

analyzed if historic data of the error is at hand. Other studies propose yet different ways to 

model the forecast error using stochastic or statistical models. M. Lange (2005), for example 

suggested a conditional forecast error model based on wind speed forecast errors, Menemenlis, 

Huneault, and Robitaille (2013) make use of gamma like functions to estimate the error 

distribution for various levels of power output and Pinson and Kariniotakis (2010) calculate 

prediction intervals of forecasts by applying a fuzzy inference model. 

 

3.3  Implications and Consequences for Power System Balancing 

 

The implications for system operations due to the newly introduced variations and forecast 

errors are many. As seen from the previous chapter wind power can impact the volatility in the 
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grid on several time scales, from seconds to hours up to a day ahead. Holttinen et al. (2009) 

portrayed the impact on reserves and unit commitment presented in Figure 4. In the Figure, 

Pkn(t) describes the available plants that can ramp up their production from hour k within the 

timeframe of t. Following this definition, the arrow at P0n(1) therefore shows the need of 

flexibility in hour 1 and P0n(3) in hour 3 considered from hour 0. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Balancing Procedure of Wind Power; (Source: Holttinen et al., 2009) 

As mentioned before only a part of the load variations can be forecasted, which usually 

deviates from real load. Both are depicted by the lower blue and lo upper red curve, 

respectively. The power forecast (blue) is therefore also the portion of Pkn(t) that will be 

scheduled in hour 0 to guarantee a matching of load and production. These prescheduled power 

plants are commonly determined by their generating costs or some other market algorithm and 

often include power plants with longer start-up times in order to ensure that they are online at 

time t. Finally, the difference between Pkn(t) and Pkf(t) defines the additional reserves Pkr(t) 

which are composed of power plants that have to be able to increase their production to Pkn(t)-

Pkf(t) from hour k within hour t. Note that deviations can also occur in the opposite direction, 

i.e. the net load forecast overestimates real net load. In Figure 4 this would mean that the blue 

line lies above the red line and vice versa. In this scenario reserves have to be adjusted by 

reducing production or increasing load in the system through other measures, in order to get 

back to equilibrium. Furthermore, it is worthy to mention that the graph only outlines reserve 
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operation and unit commitment for hourly time steps. Evidently, fluctuations also can occur on 

time scales down to seconds which also have to be resolved in real time. 

 

3.4  Other Impacts of Wind Power Variation on the System 

 

Due to its stochastic nature, wind power was found to have several other effects on the 

operation of the system in the short and in the long term. Such impacts can take the form of 

necessary additional transmission capacity in order to avoid congestions or an adaption of unit 

commitment in order to prevent possible efficiency losses for other power plants, for example. 

Furthermore, as additional capacity is added to the overall generation mix, wind power plants 

can help support long-term adequacy of the power system. 

In the short term, the integration of large amounts of wind power in the system can 

increase transmission capacity demands and therefore lead to increased transmission losses or 

a larger number of congested power lines (Holttinen & Hirvonen, 2005). This is mainly due to 

the fact that wind power plants are sited where wind speeds are optimal. It is therefore possible 

that wind power is concentrated in areas where local consumption is low and excess power will 

have to be exported. This additional, necessary transmission capacity impacts transmission 

planning locally in the short term, as well as overall in the long term, as transmission grids so 

far were not built to transport intermittent power over great distances (Georgilakis, 2008). 

Another effect that wind power can have is on overall efficiency of electricity supply. 

In economic theory generation supply is described with the use of a step function representing 

marginal costs called “merit order”. According to this supply function, generation technologies 

exhibiting lower marginal costs compared to other technologies will always be deployed first 

(Ketterer, 2014). Due to the fact that wind power has marginal costs close to zero wind power 

will be dispatched with higher priority than other technologies. As wind power output cannot 

be forecasted perfectly this directly impacts the use of other units in the unit commitment stage 

as they will have to be deployed in accordance with the deviations from real load in the system. 

As a matter of fact, even if actual wind power output was known before integration, unit 

commitment would still be complicated as dispatch must be organized as to adjust for the newly 

introduced variability whilst staying within security limits. A hydro power plant that normally 

runs at constant capacity, for example, may have to generate at lower capacity in hours with 

high wind speeds potentially decreasing its ability to recover its fixed and operational costs. In 
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real time energy deployment this effect persists and there is potential for inefficiencies for the 

same reasons (Wang et al., 2011).  

A related effect caused by the close-to-zero marginal costs of wind power is that it 

reduces the market price if the price is set according to a merit order by shifting the supply 

curve to the right. In countries with a high share of wind power and at times of high wind 

speeds wind power plants may even be the only price setter. In a hydro power backed system 

it is furthermore possible that wind power further indirectly lowers baseload prices as marginal 

costs of hydropower production depend on the level of water in the reservoirs and therefore the 

so called ‘shadow price’ of water. In situation with high levels of water and inflow overall 

marginal costs and baseload prices are lower. If wind is deployed additionally in these 

situations, prices in the market will turn out lower as well. Both effects are likely at play 

simultaneously, yet the price effect by shifting the merit order was empirically found to be 

dominating (Mauritzen, 2011). 

All of these effects caused by the characteristics of wind power finally increase costs 

for the market and for power system operations and maintenance mainly due to additional 

balancing, maintaining reliability, the occurrence of congestion and losses as well as additional 

network connection and reinforcement needs. As shown by Milborow (2007) and Gross et al. 

(2007) they thereby are directly related to the variability of wind and increase with the level of 

penetration as well as the capacity factor that can be achieved by the single power plants. 

Further impacts relate to the long-term system adequacy of the system overall. Several 

studies confirm that wind can positively influence system adequacy over time (ESBNG, 2004; 

IlexEnergy & Strbac, 2002; Milligan & Porter, 2008; Tande & Korpås, 2012). A general 

tendency seems to be that if penetration levels are low the capacity value equals that of a fully 

reliable plant while with increasing levels of wind the capacity value decreases marginally. 

However, it should also be noticed that this overall tendency cannot necessarily be applied 

universally, as other factors such as dispersion and resource matching demand patterns play 

into the capacity value of a wind power plant as well (Holttinen & Hirvonen, 2005).  
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4  The Icelandic Electricity Market 
 

The Icelandic electricity market is in many ways unique. Icelandic electricity generation comes 

almost entirely from the two renewable energy sources water and geothermal heat. In recent 

years there have been plans to diversify electricity generation sources. Due to its great potential, 

especially wind power has been in the center of the discussion. However, so far wind power 

has only been deployed in the form of two research turbines in the South of Iceland operated 

by Landsvirkjun and a smaller power plant in Þykkvabær, owned by Biokraft.   

The effects of integration of new renewable generation technologies like the planned 

integration of wind power in Iceland on a market are system specific. It is therefore important 

to outline the general characteristics of the market to be analyzed. The features of the Icelandic 

market, its structure, current production, demand patterns together with the current system 

operation procedures are described in the next subchapters.  

 

4.1  Overall Market Structure 

 

The Icelandic electricity market was liberalized through the Electricity Act of 2003 as part of 

the regulation packages extending to Iceland’s electricity market. On an institutional level the 

Icelandic electricity market consists of two main authorities: the National Energy Authority 

(NEA) and the Transmission System Operator (TSO). 

Orkustofnun, or the National Energy Authority (NEA), was formed as the regulating 

authority overseeing and enforcing European legislative standards in order to ensure sufficient 

compliance and integration of EU law. The TSO – Landsnet – is responsible for power system 

operations as well as maintenance and development of the transmission grid, which is fully 

owned by the company. 

The market itself is operated by wholesale suppliers and distributors with regional 

concessions who trade electricity amongst each other in order to service their licensed areas 

and guarantee balancing of their own accounts. In Iceland these parties are called Balancing 

Responsible Parties (BRP). The exact definition of BRP and their responsibilities are outlined 

in chapter 4.3.  As Iceland does not possess a centralized power exchange, purchases between 

generator and distributor are mainly organized bilaterally.  

The biggest market players owning most of the electricity production capacity are 

Landsvirkjun, the subsidiary of Orkuveita Reykjavíkur ‘Orkuveita Náturannar’, HS Orka, 
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Orkusalan and Orkubú Vestfjarðar all together accounting for 99% of Iceland’s electrical 

energy production within a year. With approximately 71% Landsvirkjun is by far the biggest 

producer followed by Orkuveita Náturannar with around 19% and HS Orka and Orkusalan with 

approximately 7% and 2%, respectively (Christensen, 2016). 

 

4.2  Generation and Consumption 

 

As mentioned before, the generation technologies in Iceland are almost entirely renewable and 

no electricity is imported due to the lack of interconnection to other countries.  

Overall, Iceland is a mainly hydro backed system with 53 hydropower plants with a 

total capacity of 1986 MW spread over the entire island constituting a share 71.7% of total 

installed capacity. Furthermore, there are seven geothermal power plants with a capacity of 

662.5 MW, a share of 24%, and fuel backed generation capacity accounting for 117 MW 

(4.2%). As of right now wind power is only integrated with a capacity of 3 MW and hence 

0.1% of total installed capacity. For actual electricity generation only hydropower plants as 

well as geothermal plants are used with hydropower producing 73.3% and geothermal 26.7% 

of total generation in 2015 (Orkustofnun, 2016). A list of all large hydro and geothermal power 

plants sorted by capacity can be found in Table 1 and 2. 

 
Table 1: List of biggest Power Plants in Iceland (Source: www.landsvirkjun.is) 

Hydropower Plant MW GWh 

Kárahnjúkar 690 5000 
Búrfell 270 2300 
Hrauneyjafoss 210 1300 
Blanda 150 990 
Sigalda 150 920 
Sultartangi 120 1020 
Búrðarháls 95 585 
Vatnsfell 90 490 
Írafoss 48 236 
Laxá I, II & III 27.5 173 
Steingrímsstöð 27 122 
Ljósafossstöð 16 102 
Total Hydro 1893.5 13 238 
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Table 2:  Summary of Geothermal Power Plants (Sources: www.hsorka.is, www.or.is) 

Geothermal MW GWh 

Hellisheiði 303 2300 
Nesjavellir 120 960 
Reykjanesvirkjun 100 850 
Svartsengi 76.5 610 
Krafla 60 500 
Total Geothermal 659.5 5310 

 

Regular power generation is concentrated mainly in two areas: in the South-West with 

a few power plants around the capital area, and in the east around Egilsstaðir. Additional power 

plants servicing regional demands can be found in the North and in the West, whereas resources 

in the South-East of Iceland are largely untapped. Fuel-backed generation capacity is 

commonly not used for servicing every day electricity consumption and is held as reserve 

capacity in these regions; for example, in the Westfjords, where approximately 10 MW 

capacity is held in case of failure of the transmission system or other events that prevent 

sufficient supply of electricity. 

Electricity consumption in Iceland also shows unique characteristics. In 2014 17.76 

TWh were consumed on the Icelandic market. This consumption arises mainly from a high 

share of energy intensive industry which requires electricity 24 hours a day and constitutes 

roughly 76% of the entire electricity demand in 2015. Public use, entailing consumption by 

households as well as commercial market players and smaller, more volatile industries, 

accounts for roughly 18%. The remaining part is electricity used by the power plants 

themselves or losses during transmission and distribution (Orkustofnun, 2015).  

The distinctiveness of the consumption with the high share of power intensive 

industries is then translated into a yearly load profile with specifically flat shape as can be seen 

in Figure 5. It should be mentioned here that generally load profiles vary substantially over the 

years due to market growth or simple variations in demand patterns. This also holds true for 

the Icelandic load profile. With the addition of energy intensive industry over the past years, 

load levels have in no way stayed constant. For this thesis it is nevertheless important to analyze 

the current situation which allows an insight of approximate load levels in Iceland.  

Figure 5 represents a duration curve of total production in the year 2015 in the Icelandic 

market. The data was provided by Orkustofnun (R. Jónsdóttir, personal communication, 
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November 18, 2016). As generation and consumption have to be in balance at all times, the 

generation profile can be used as approximation of load in the grid and therefore as benchmark 

for the analysis. The mean load during 2015 therefore was approximately 2’146 MW with peak 

hours at 2’384 MW. The lowest amount of load in the system was 1’749 MW 

 

 
Figure 5: Load Duration Curve of Iceland; (Source: Orkustofnun) 

 

4.3  The Transmission Grid and System Operations 

 

The Icelandic transmission system is fully owned and operated by the aforementioned TSO 

Landsnet. It is a single grid with a total line length of approximately 3300 km. Operating 

voltages range mainly from 33 kV up to a maximum of 220 kV with few lines in the south 

being able to operate at 420 kV. 

In 2015 total system demand amounted to 17’774 GWh with associated transmission 

losses of 370 GWh, an increase in system demand of approximately 3.6% compared to the 

previous year. According to Landsnet (2016) this is mainly due to a general increase in firm 

load, coupled with substantial growth in load from consumers on non-firm transmission 

contracts such as data centers, increased tourism, fish processing and on-land freezing of 

seafood. With growing demand and asymmetrically growing generation the operational risk of 

the Icelandic transmission grid has been increasing. This is exacerbated by ageing of the grid 

and a slow grid strengthening process.  
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Next to the upholding of the maintenance and expansion of the transmission grid, other 

responsibilities Landsnet is tasked with is the operation and control of the system in order to 

maintain the security of the grid. For this task TSOs are able to perform several direct and 

indirect actions that help protect the system reliability over the long. 

In the short term, i.e. in the time dimension of up to an hour the main purpose of these 

actions is to restore or maintain system security. According to a study conducted by the 

GARPUR Consortium (2015) direct actions that can be taken within this context comprise 

measures to regulate voltage in buses or the entire system, compensate for significant loss of 

generation, reduce system losses, change line loading and avoid congestions or reduce 

consequences of significant faults. The most common main actions that can be taken by TSOs 

can be summarized as: 

 

•   Changing breaker circuit positions 

•   Releasing scheduled outages 

•   Manual activation of reserves 

•   Change reactive compensation 

•   Changing tap-changer positions 

•   Redispatch generation 

•   Curtail load 

•   Set phase-shifting transformers 

•   Set system protection 

 

All of the above mentioned can occur either as preventive or corrective measure, i.e. in the 

anticipation of a certain risk or in the case of a realization thereof. It should also be noted that 

measures like curtailing load are always taken as last resort. These short-term measures are 

finally complemented by indirect actions in the form of a revision of all procedures and 

processes as well as limits as to ensure a long-term stability and efficiency in system operations. 

 For this thesis the focal point is the impact of wind power integration on reserve 

activities. As a theoretical background on general reserve operation has already been given in 

chapter 2 the following sub-chapters will outline the associated security limits and capacity 

requirements that Landsnet is bound to by regulation. These limits will be brought into context 

with the different markets that are run for in order to ensure system equilibrium of demand and 

supply.  
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4.3.1   System Balancing 

 

Landsnet operates a balancing market which is the platform for electricity trading among 

generators in order to ensure overall balancing of production and electricity sales in all licensed 

service areas of the BRPs. In Iceland every distribution system operator as well as other 

generators with a ministerial license are called “Balancing Responsible Parties” or BRPs. Each 

BRP has to insure that in their specific region there is an equilibrium in their accounts for the 

future servicing of demand. In case of a lack of sufficient generation, the BRP has to trade 

electricity with another BRP, in order to be able to provide sufficient electricity to the 

respective areas. This way it is ensured that over entire Iceland there is a balance in all regions. 

In this context Landsnet takes on the role of monitoring the transactions. Therefore, production 

and trading plans have to be handed in before 02:00pm every Friday with one plan for each 

individual hour in the coming week. Over the week, these plans can be adjusted up until two 

hours before the hour to which they apply.  

Evidently, these plans cannot be perfectly correct. The deviations from real time demand 

and supply then have to be resolved by separate capacity, i.e. reserves, which are allocated, 

operated and settled through different markets. As mentioned before, minor and short-lasting 

deviations are resolved by primary reserves, in Iceland commonly referred to as “spinning 

reserves for frequency and disturbance control”. Longer lasting disturbances are resolved by 

secondary reserves. In Iceland this reserve capacity is handled on the regulating power markets. 

The minimum values for these reserves as well as critical values applying to the operations 

of Landsnet are laid out in Regulation No. 1048/2004 “On the quality and security of electric 

power delivery” as well as in the grid code established by the company. According to these 

documents, it is the duty of Landsnet to operate spinning reserves for frequency and 

disturbance control, as well as slow reserves and regulating power. Spinning reserves for 

disturbance recovery and frequency control are procured from generating parties and are 

automatically activated by governors. For frequency control Landsnet has to guarantee: 

 

•   that the frequency of the power system ranges between 47 Hz-52 Hz at all times with 

99.5% of the value lying between 49.5 Hz-50.5 Hz based on 10-second average values 

of the voltage fundamental frequency; 

•   to carry a minimum of 70 MW of spinning reserves in the transmission system with 

local exceptions in the case of transmission constraints; 
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•   that slow reserves amount to at least 30 MW. 

 

Next to reserves for frequency control, the TSO has to operate a minimum amount reserve of 

+/- 40 MW and a regulating capacity of +/- 400 MWh/Hz for regulating activities aside from 

frequency control. Regulating power is handled separately from spinning reserves and 

allocated in the regulating power market (RPM), where generators get the possibility to enter 

into regulating power options with the TSO through a specified bidding system (Landsnet, 

2007). Parties that enter into such an agreement are then obliged to offer a certain amount of 

regulating power in the RPM and must be able to ramp up production within 10 minutes after 

a request by Landsnet. Bids in the RPM have to be at least 1 MW and submitted before 2:00pm 

for the consecutive seven 24-hour periods and can be adjusted up to 2 hours before potential 

use. For upward regulation lowest bids will be accepted first, then second lowest and so on. 

For downward regulation power the opposite is true. Finally, the amount of regulating power 

to be compensated is the difference between bidders’ estimations and meter measurements and 

settled as balancing energy. 

The settlement of the initially introduced balancing trades is done in conjunction with 

the RPM settlements. The amount of individual balancing power to be compensated is defined 

as the difference between the actual trade occurring in the hour and the estimations of the BRP 

for that hour. The settlement price is determined according to regulating power bids. In order 

for a regulating bid to qualify as a price determinant for balancing power settlement, the 

regulating power in a given bid must be used for at least 10 minutes. If this is not the case, the 

regulating power in the closest bid that was used for 10 minutes will be the base for the price 

determination. In hours where upward regulation was necessary the price is set according to 

the highest upward regulation bid and for hours with downward regulation the lowest down-

regulation bid is used. If both forms of regulating power have to be deployed, then the price is 

set according to the highest upward regulation bid. For cases in which no regulating power was 

required the price is set according to the lowest upward regulation price obtained during the 

respective hour (Landsnet, 2009). 
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4.3.2   Congestion Management  

 

Congestion management describes the management of grid internal bottlenecks due to a lack 

of transmission capacity. As mentioned in chapter 3.4 the integration of renewable energy can 

cause new flow patterns in the system that might cause congestions in the transmission line 

system. These new flow patterns can threaten the security of the transmission system by 

increasing the power flows in the system or cause bottlenecks in terms of a lack of transmission 

capacity due to increased power flows. 

Overall, maximum flows on each of the lines are limited by the design of the conductor, 

the support towers, insulators and transformers. A possible associated reason for a transmission 

line failure lies in the physical characteristics of the conductor. As power flow in an individual 

line increases the temperature of the conductor increases as well causing the line to sag. 

Eventually, if there is too little clearance to other conductors or the line touches the ground this 

causes a short-circuit and the line fails. In order to prevent such an event every power line has 

an assigned security limit relating to the maximum heat of the conductor allowed to ensure 

sufficient clearance. These limits are expressed in transient stability limits or thermal limits 

measured in Volt-Ampere or Megawatts and increase according to the voltage of the line. By 

adhering to these stability limits the risk of failures in the system is decreased. Naturally, this 

is not the only reason and component in the system that can lead to problematic situations for 

transmission system operations. Yet, for all cases, if a line eventually fails the power flow 

needs to be redirected in order to maintain security of supply and the transmission system as a 

whole. Therefore, if a line fails the entire system is affected and Landsnet needs to take actions 

to maintain secure operations and avoid further detrimental consequences. 

In this context it is therefore also important to know the critical components and 

connection points of the transmission system. Within the Icelandic system several high risk 

interfaces or flow gates can be found called ‘cut-in planes’. These interfaces need to be 

monitored especially, as in case of grid disturbances the risk of an outage is heightened when 

the level of transmission through a cut-plane is close to or higher than the security limits. In 

the most extreme case, i.e. when a line on such a cut-in plane fully fails, the load is shifted to 

another line on the cut-in plane and Landsnet then has to ensure that the respective “new” line 

does not overload and stability is maintained. This can be done for example by curtailment, 

which in Iceland can be done fairly quickly due to the installed smart grid solutions, redispatch 

(i.e. alteration of where electricity is generated) or splitting the grid into separate “islands” in 
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order to maintain security of supply (Landsnet, 2016). The cut-in planes can be seen in Figure 

6.  

 

 
Figure 6: Cut-in Planes for Transmission Grid Monitoring (Landsnet, 2016) 
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5  Wind Power Forecast Error Modelling 
 

As wind power is new to the Icelandic electricity sector there is no wind power output data for 

analysis ready at hand. The wind power impacts are assessed in terms of variation of wind 

power output as well as effects caused by the forecast error, the latter of which requires a 

generation of a wind speed time series and a forecast. 

 The following subchapter (chapter 5.1) therefore will outline the general theory and 

requirements for the derivation of a wind speed forecast using ARMA modelling in order to be 

able to derive a wind speed forecast error series. In a next step, the power conversion of the 

wind speed series is explained in chapter 5.2 and a suitable project for further analysis chosen, 

which sets the technical framework for the wind power output and power forecast error. Due 

to the fact that Landsvirkjun’s wind power plant project in Búrfell is undergoing the last 

bureaucratic stages and is considered a viable option to be realized soon it is sensible to use the 

technical characteristics of the project. Hence, wind speed data from a measurement station 

close to the project site in the Búrfell area was obtained from the Icelandic Meteorological 

Office (IMO) (K. B. Ólafsdóttir, personal communication, September 12, 2016). Finally, after 

application of the theory results are presented in chapter 5.3. 

 

5.1  Wind Speed Forecast: Necessary Assumptions and Methodology 

 

For the analysis of the forecast error impacts, the derivation of an actual wind power forecast 

is necessary. The forecast will be an hourly time series based on the wind speed data with a 

length of 8766 hours, representing the average amount of hours per year considering leap years.   

Before going through all the iterative stages of creating a wind power forecast and to make 

statistical inference about a stochastic process, assumptions have to be made about its structure. 

One of the most common and important assumptions is the ‘stationarity’ of a time series, a 

dependence structure that allows to retrieve valuable statistical information about the process. 

According to Cryer and Chan (2008) in order for the stationarity requirement to hold for a 

process {Yt} all observations Yt1, Yt2, … , Ytn have to have the same joint distribution as Yt1-k,Yt2-

k,..., Ytn-k where n represents the number of the observation and k any arbitrary lag for all chosen 

time points t1, t2, t3, … . This in turn implies that for the process{Yt} with n = 1 the univariate 

distribution of Yt and Yt-k has to be the same for all t and k which leads to E(Yt) = E(Yt-k) as well 
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as Var(Yt) = Var(Yt-k) for all t and k. Mean as well as variance therefore stay constant for all 

times t.  

Now, if n = 2 the bivariate distribution of Yt and Ys, where Ys is defined as any 

observation with 𝑠 ≠ 𝑡, must be the same as the bivariate distribution of Ys-k and Yt-k and 

therefore their covariance must also be equal, Cov(Yt, Ys) = Cov(Yt-k,Ys-k). For s = k and t = k 

and after transformation it holds that: 

𝛾&,( = 	   𝛾+, &,( 5.1  

 

where 𝛾&,( denotes Cov(Yt, Ys). Thus, it can be seen that the covariance does only depend on 

the difference between t and s and not on the time t and s themselves. It follows that: 

 

𝛾0 = 	  𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑌&, 𝑌0) 5.2

𝜌0 = 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝑌&, 𝑌0 =
𝛾0
𝛾+

(5.3). 

 

𝛾0 thereby describes the correlation between the realizations of 𝑌 at time t and k. This 

covariance portrays the linear relationship between the two realizations with the derived 

properties. As a covariance is not standardized a clearer measure expressing the same 

relationship is the standardized covariance – or ‘correlation’, which is defined in equation 5.3.  

Finally, from covariance properties it holds that: 

 
Table 3: Relationship between Covariance and Correlation for Stationary Time Series 

Covariance Correlation 

𝜸𝟎 = 𝑽𝒂𝒓 𝒀𝒕  𝜌+ = 1 

𝜸𝒌 = 𝜸,𝒌 𝜌0 = 𝜌,0 

𝜸𝒌 ≤ 𝜸𝟎 𝜌0 ≤ 1 
 

Table 3 hence describes the covariance (𝛾0) properties and the relationship to the correlation 

(𝜌0) for a stationary process, where 𝛾+ is defined as 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑌&, 𝑌&), 𝛾0 and 𝜌0 as in equation 5.2 

and 5.3, respectively. These properties now allow statistical inference and the determination of 

the process according to its inner dependence structure as will be seen later on. 

Another mathematically weaker form of stationarity is called weak stationarity or 

covariance stationarity. For this characteristic to hold the series {Yt} has to have … 
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1.   … a constant mean function over time 

2.   … 𝛾&,&,0 = 𝛾+,0 for all time t and lag k. 

 

When referred to stationarity assumption in this thesis then it is defined as the weaker form of 

stationarity. For real time series data the stationarity will barely ever hold. Which is why the 

data has to be transformed in order to at least fulfill the weaker stationarity requirement. Thus, 

the wind speed data at hand, which will be described in detail in chapter 5.3, was decomposed 

into its seasonal and trend components which were then subtracted from the observed data. The 

now presumably stationary time series data was then tested with the Augmented Dickey-Fuller 

Test, to confirm that the weakly stationarity assumptions hold. 

Given a weakly stationary time series, the wind speed forecast model process is divided 

in three main steps: 

 

1.   Model specification 

2.   Model fitting 

3.   Model diagnostics  

 

These steps are followed, and augmented by validation tests where necessary, to produce a 

forecast time series for one entire year. The following four subchapters contain the 

mathematical background for the steps taken regarding model specification and statistical tools 

used in this process (chapters 5.1.1 – 5.1.5). Chapter 5.1.6 outlines the methodology for model 

fitting and diagnostics. 

 

5.1.1   Model Specification: ARMA Modelling 

 

In the model specification step, models that appropriately reflect the structure of the data are 

identified using several statistic features of the time series data. Due to their broad application 

for time series analysis, especially in the context of wind speed modelling, the class of models 

that this paper focuses on are autoregressive (integrated) moving average (ARMA/ARIMA) 

processes (Chen, Pedersen, Bak-Jensen, & Chen, 2010; Kavasseri & Seetharaman, 2009).  

ARMA models consist of an autoregressive process AR(p) defined by  

 

𝑌& = fD𝑌&,D + fF𝑌&,F − ⋯− fI𝑌&,I + 𝑒& 5.4 . 
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The current variable 𝑌& is now defined by its proceeding realizations 𝑌&,0 with a weight given 

by the factor f0and an error term 𝑒&. The process therefore takes into account the memory-loss 

characteristic of autoregressive processes. 

The other component is the moving average MA(q) process mathematically defined by  

 

𝑌& = 𝑒& − qD𝑒&,D −	  qF𝑒&,F − ⋯− qL𝑒&,L 5.5 . 

 

In this case the process 𝑌& is described by the contemporaneous error 𝑒& and its predecessors 

each with a weight q0. It should be mentioned that equation 5.5 assumes a zero mean process. 

If the expectation is different from zero, a factor µ has to be added, which describes the 

expected value of the series. The final resulting ARMA model is then specified by 

 

𝑌& = fD𝑌&,D + fF𝑌&,F − ⋯− fI𝑌&,I + 𝑒& − qD𝑒&,D −	  qF𝑒&,F − ⋯− qL𝑒&,L 5.6  

 

and defines the variable Yt as mix of the processes defined above.  

As can be seen, both parts need general models that require a definition of class q or p 

and in case of the use of an ARIMA(p,d,q) process an additional identification of class d which 

are all derived from the dataset through the analysis of statistical features. The order ‘d’ 

indicates the degree of differencing applied to the time series. As differencing was not applied 

in this thesis due to an unsatisfactory outcome if used the determination of d will not be 

explained further. 

In order to find the best matching model for the process Cryer and Chan (2008) 

recommend the Sample Autocorrelation Function (SACF), the Sample Partial Autocorrelation 

Function (SPACF) and the Sample Extended Autocorrelation Function (SEACF), which are 

used in this thesis as well. It can happen that an analysis of the autocorrelation functions does 

allow for some room of interpretation and several candidates have to be picked. In this case to 

identify which of the possible candidates is the best choice the Akaike Information Criterion 

(AIC) is used. 
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5.1.2   Model Specification: The Sample Autocorrelation Function 

 

The SACF specifies the correlations of Yt to observations previously made. As done in practice, 

it is assumed that after transformation the time series data exhibits a common mean and 

covariance for all values and therefore is at least weakly stationary. If this is the case the SACF, 

rk at lag k is defined by the equation 

 

𝑟0 =
𝑌& − 	  𝑌 𝑌&,0 − 𝑌N

&O0PD

𝑌& − 𝑌
FN

&OD 	  	  
for	  𝑘 = 1,2, …	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   5.7 	  . 

 

For MA(q) processes the SACF is a good indicator of the order q as the MA(q) process is 

characterized by an autocorrelation function that cuts off after lag q. Therefore, if the sample 

autocorrelation is significantly different from zero for 0 ≤ ℎ ≤ 𝑞 where h is any lag between 

0 and lag q and negligible for h > q then a tentative MA(q) model can be considered. 

Statistically significantly different from zero is in practice often defined as a value above two 

standard deviations – indicating a 95% confidence interval. 

For (weakly) stationary time series following an AR(p) process, the SACF plot should 

decay reasonably fast to levels that are not significantly different from zero. This property can 

additionally be used as an indicator for two possible characteristics of the underlying data. If 

the SACF fails to decay to values that are not significantly different from zero over a high 

amount of lags, the SACF indicates a probable issue with data transformation and potentially 

non-stationarity or implies that the data is following a mixed process of AR(p) and MA(q), i.e. 

an ARMA(p, q) process with long lasting or no memory loss. 

 

5.1.3   Model Specification: The Sample Partial Autocorrelation Function 

 

A determination of the order of the autoregressive process from the SACF is often difficult as 

the autocorrelations, contrary to the case of an MA(q) process, slowly decrease over time.   

To simplify a determination of the order of the AR(p) the Sample Partial Autocorrelation 

Function (SPACF) was introduced. The SPACF is the autocorrelation of Yt and Yt-k controlling 

for autocorrelations between the lagged values before. The mathematical derivation uses a 

transformation of the Yule-Walker equations defined by: 
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𝜙0D 𝜌D𝜙0F + 𝜌F𝜙0[ +⋯+ 𝜌0,D𝜙00 = 𝜌D
𝜌D𝜙0D 𝜙0F + 𝜌D𝜙0D +⋯+ 𝜌0,F𝜙00 = 𝜌F
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

𝜌0,D𝜙0D + 𝜌0,D𝜙0D + 𝜌0,D𝜙0D +⋯+ 𝜙00 = 𝜌0

(5.8). 

 

If solved recursively for ϕkk as done by Levinson (1947) and Durbin (1960) then the theoretical 

sample partial autocorrelation function is defined by 

 

𝜙00 =
𝜌0 − 𝜙0,D,^𝜌0,^	  0,D

^OD

1 − 𝜙0,D,^𝜌0,^	  0,D
^OD 	  

(5.9). 

 

Due to the controlling for the ‘inner’ autocorrelations between the predictors of Yt, the plot of 

a SPACF will cut off after the last significant lag relevant for the model which allows the 

determination of the order of the AR(p) process. Contrary, for an MA(q) process the SPACF 

will slowly decrease towards zero and render the SPACF useless for the determination of its 

order.  

 

5.1.4   Model Specification: The Sample Extended Autocorrelation Function 

 

As mentioned before, the SACF can be used for preliminary investigation of stationarity of the 

time series data. Yet, it is possible that the SACF as well as the SPACF decrease slowly toward 

values not significantly different from zero even though data has been transformed correctly. 

This is usually the case when the data follows a mixed AR(p) and MA(q) process, i.e. an 

ARMA(p,q) process. In order to determine the values for p and q in this case it does not suffice 

to look at the SACF and SPACF. Several methods have been proposed for the determination 

but, as mentioned earlier, this thesis will focus on the Sample Extended Autocorrelation 

Function (SEACF) introduced by Tsay and Tiao (1984). 

The SEACF uses an iterative approach using regressions on the autoregressive process 

predictors where each regression delivers information about the error process. The 

autoregressive process is hence iteratively filtered by these regressions. It is then used by the 

SEACF that a full filtration of the autoregressive process will result in a pure MA(q) process 

whose order can then be determined. The exact mathematical reasoning behind the statistical 

tool can be found in Tsay and Tiao (1984). The authors recommended to display the results of 

the iterative process in a table such as seen in Table 4. An x thereby denotes statistical 
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significance to be different from zero of the lag in question for either the autoregressive process 

or the moving average process. Contrary to that, an o signals that the lag is not statistically 

significant from zero.  

 
Table 4: Theoretical SEACF for an ARMA (1,1) Process; Source: Cryer & Chan (2008) 

 
 

To estimate the order of the ARMA(p,q) process the important section in the Table is the 

triangular area filled with zeros where the upper left-hand vertex of the triangle indicates the 

order of the ARMA(p,q) process best suited. A summary of the resulting shapes of the SACF 

and SPACF can be found in Table 5. 
 

Table 5: Summary of Implications from Shapes of SACF and SPACF 

 AR(p) MA(q) ARMA(p,q) 

SACF Levels off Cuts off at lag q 

Levels off / 
indeterminate 

àEACF 
 

SPACF Cuts off after lag p Levels off 
Levels off / 

indeterminate 
àEACF 

 

 

5.1.5   Model Specification: Akaike Information Criterion 

 

The previous measures allowed an identification of candidate models that satisfy the conditions 

derived in the previous chapters and could describe the underlying process of the time series. 

In order to determine which of these models is the most adequate, finally the Akaike 

Information Criterion (AIC) is used. For an ARMA(p,q) model with Gaussian errors the AIC 

is defined as   
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𝐴𝐼𝐶(𝐴𝑅𝑀𝐴 𝑝, 𝑞 ) = −2	  ln 𝜎F + 2(1 + 𝑝 + 𝑞) (5.10) 

 

where 𝜎F is the maximum likelihood estimator of the variance of the innovation noises and 𝑝 

and 𝑞 the orders of the ARMA process. The right hand term describes a penalty term in order 

to ensure the choice of a parsimonious model, i.e. to avoid models with too many parameters. 

Equation 5.10 assumes the presence of an intercept or constant term in the model. If there is no 

intercept the right hand side is shortened to 2 𝑝 + 𝑞 . For model selection the model which 

minimizes the AIC should be the model of choice (Akaike, 1974). 

A summary of methods used in the model selection process can be found in Table 6. 

 
Table 6: Summary of Methods used for Model Selection 

Modelling step Method / Tool Test 
 

Data Transformation 
(for stationarity) 

 

Decomposition Augmented Dickey-Fuller 
Test 

ARMA Model Selection SACF, SPACF, SEACF AIC 

 

5.1.6   Model Fitting and Diagnostics 

 

After the model choice, the model has to be fitted to the data and checked for adequacy of fit 

and whether the chosen model sufficiently represents the underlying structure of the process. 

For brevity, the theory of the estimation process will not be explained in detail. The estimators 

were derived in R with the default setting of a mixture of Conditional-Sum-of-squares (CSS) 

and Maximum Likelihood estimation for the further values. 

As a last step, model diagnostics were undertaken using the residuals of the fitted model 

which are defined as:  

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 5.11 . 

 

As an adequate model should reflect both the autoregressive as well as the moving average 

process in an optimal way, the residuals should behave much like normally distributed white 

noise. Therefore, evaluation criteria are (1) the distribution of the residuals, which should be 

normal, and (2) the correlation structure of the residuals. If a good model was used the residuals 

should not be correlated. 
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Normality of residuals was determined graphically from a histogram plot with an 

overlaid normal distribution curve2. Furthermore, in order to quantitatively assess the normality 

of the residuals an Anderson-Darling normality test was used. The Anderson-Darling statistic 

is defined as: 

𝐴F = −𝑁 − 𝑆 5.12  

where: 

𝑆 =
2𝑖 − 1
𝑁 ln𝐹 𝑌q + ln 1 − 𝐹 𝑌rPD,q

r

qOD

5.13  

 

and N is the number of elements and 𝐹 𝑌q  the cumulative distribution function of 𝑌q. The null 

hypothesis of the test is that the data follows a certain predefined distribution – the normal 

distribution in the study at hand. The critical values for the Anderson-Darling statistic testing 

for normal distribution were identified in Stephens (1974). According to the study normality is 

rejected if 𝐴F exceeds a value of 0.787 for samples with a number of observations bigger than 

100.  

The autocorrelation will be checked graphically in the form of an ACF plot of the 

residuals as well as the Ljung-Box Test (Ljung & Box, 1978). The Ljung-Box statistic or 

modified Box-Pierce test is a function of the accumulated autocorrelation, rk, up to a lag m. 

Mathematically the statistic is defined as:  

𝑄 𝑟0 = 𝑛 𝑛 + 2
𝑟0F

𝑛 − 𝑘

u

0OD

5.14  

 

and approximately Chi-squared distributed with df = m – p – q for an ARMA(p,q) case. The 

null hypothesis of the test is that the tested sample exhibits significant autocorrelation. Due to 

the fact that 𝑄 𝑟0  follows a Chi-squared distribution the critical region for a rejection of the 

null hypothesis is defined by𝑄 𝑟0 > 𝜒D,x,yF , where 𝜒D,x,z{F  is the alpha-quantile of the Chi-

squared distribution with df = m – p – q degrees of freedom.  

If the model diagnostic statistics are adequate and indicate that the sample comes from 

a normal distribution and does not exhibit autocorrelation, the chosen model can be used for 

deriving a forecast for 8766 hours of the year. The analysis and derivation was conducted using 

the programming language R with the forecast package (Hyndman & Khandakar, 2008).  

                                                
2 see Appendix A 1.) 
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5.2  Analyzed Project Identification and Power Conversion Methodology 

 

Before results can be presented the wind speed data as well as the forecast will have to be 

transformed to a possible power output scenario of the analyzed single or dispersed power plant 

configuration. As aforementioned, the imposed technical limits will be defined according to 

the project description of the planned Búrfell power plant. Landsvirkjun (2016) specifies that 

the wind park will consist of either 58 turbines with 3.5MW installed capacity each or 67 units 

with an installed capacity of 3MW each in order to arrive at a total size of about 200 MW for 

the entire power plant. Furthermore, it is specified that the individual wind power plants will 

be about 149m in height up to the tip of the blade. The exact type of turbine used is yet to be 

determined. As Landsvirkjun’s research turbines are manufactured by ENERCON it seems 

reasonable for this thesis to use turbines from the same company. Within the product range 

suitable turbines fitting the project description are ENERCON E-101 3.05 MW and E-101 E2 

with 3.5MW installed capacity. Both turbines are available in several hub heights and fitting 

the total target height of 149m.  As fewer turbines are favorable due to decreased environmental 

impact the bigger turbines were chosen. The technical characteristics of the windmill are 

summarized in Table 7 (ENERCON, 2016) . 

 
Table 7: Technical Summary of chosen Wind Turbine 

ENERCON E-101 E2 

Rated power 3.5 MW 

Hub height 99 m 

Rotor diameter (D) 101 m 

Swept Area 8’012 m2 

Cut-in speed 2 m/s 

Cut-out speed 28 m/s (with storm control, assumed) 
 

Using the technical limits described above, the wind speed time series as well as after its 

derivation the associated forecast time series were transformed according to the following 

formula: 

𝑃& =
1
2𝜌}q~𝐴𝑣&

[𝐶I𝜂	  	  [𝑊] 5.15 , 
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for t = 1, 2, 3, … where 𝜌}q~ = 1.255 0�
u�	  	  	  is air density, 𝐴 = �

F

F
𝜋 is the rotor area, 𝐶I =

	  0.59 is the Betz limit and vt are wind speeds in time t of the time series. Additionally, an 

efficiency factor η of 99% was included to account for minor losses. Furthermore, it holds for 

both time series: 

 

	  𝑃(𝑣&) = 0.5	  𝜌}q~𝐴𝑣&[𝐶I𝜂 𝑓𝑜𝑟	  2 > 𝑣& > 28	  
𝑚
𝑠

𝑃(𝑣&) = 0	   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
	  𝑓𝑜𝑟	  𝑎𝑙𝑙	  𝑡 = 1, 2, … 5.16 , 

 

and 0 ≤ 𝑃& ≤ 3.5	  MW for all t =1, 2, 3, … due to technical constraints. Equation 5.16 now 

describes the so called ‘power curve’ of the chosen wind turbine and depicts the relationship 

between the wind speeds and the associated wind power output according to equation 5.15. It 

is important to realize that wind speeds lower than 2 m/s do not cause enough torque on the 

rotor in order to be able to translate the kinetic force into electricity. This is the so-called ‘cut-

in speed’ and constitutes the lower wind speed limit for electricity production. Additionally, 

for wind speeds higher than 28 m/s (cut-out speed) the turbines have to be shut down in order 

to prevent damage to the components of the turbine. For both situations there will be no power 

production. 

The forecast error (𝐹𝐸&) is computed as the difference between the actual transformed 

wind speed time series , 𝑃 𝑣&������ , and the forecasted transformed wind speed time series, 

𝑃 𝑣&�������� , according to the following formula: 

 

𝐹𝐸& = 𝑃 𝑣&������ − 	  𝑃 𝑣&�������� 5.17 . 

 

Therefore, if the forecast underestimates production a positive forecast error results which will 

have to require downward regulation and vice versa.  

The forecast error time series is then analyzed statistically by deriving the probability 

density function	  𝑓 𝑥  of the errors from their distribution. An implicit simplification that had 

to be made is that the distribution of the hour-ahead forecast error is equal to the distribution 

of all data points over the modelled year. The probability density function then allows 

calculation of the probability of certain error values X being equal to, smaller or bigger than a 

certain value. For the thesis at hand and due to the regulatory minimum reserve in the regulating 

power market, the probabilities for an error being lower than -40MW or higher than 40 MW 
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are of importance as these portray the likelihood of an error exceeding the upward regulation 

and downward regulation capacities, respectively. For mathematical derivation, the probability 

of a forecast error to be below a certain value a is defined by using its pdf f(x): 

 

𝑃 𝑋 ≤ 𝑎 = 𝑓 𝑥 	  𝑑𝑥
}

,�
5.18 . 

 

5.3  Results of Wind Power Forecast Modelling 

 

The wind speed data used for the derivation of the wind power curve was provided by the 

Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO) (K. B. Ólafsdóttir, personal communication, September 

12, 2016) and consists of hourly average wind speed values from 1st of January 2014 to 15th of 

September 2016. In order to achieve a realistic estimate of power output of the planned wind 

power plant, data used for the analysis were obtained from a measurement station located in 

the proximity of the Búrfell area. 

Before processing the data was checked for quality in terms of missing values. 

Commonly, wind speed data recorded at wind measurement stations has missing values due to 

technical issues in the measurement devices or failure due to natural interferences. Evidently, 

this is also the case for the data obtained from the IMO given the partly extreme weather 

conditions in Iceland. In time series analysis these gaps cannot be ignored as they would alter 

the overall structure of the data. The data at hand shows two quality issues: (1) missing values 

as expected as well as (2) missing time stamps, all of which were corrected. The missing 

timestamps imply that the number of missing wind speed values is larger than what can be seen 

at first sight. Furthermore, after first visual inspection a major flaw was found in form of an 

especially big gap in the data in February 2014 which covers approximately 264 hours. 

Imputation of big gaps like these without altering the overall structure and inherent patterns is 

difficult and barely possible. It was therefore decided to cut the data and discard values 

preceding and including the gap. The new starting point of the series therefore is 14th of 

February 2014 at 14:00.  

Following the cut, the timestamp series of the dataset was corrected in order to arrive 

at the correct number of missing wind speed values in the series. Missing dates and times were 

simply reconstructed by matching a newly generated, full series of dates with the data 

timestamp series. The final number of missing values over the entire series could then be 

determined to be 151, which represents approximately 0.67% of the shortened data set.  
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These missing wind speed values were then imputed by inserting values of later stages. 

Hence, if there is a gap of k values from xt to xt+k the data points were substituted by the series 

xt+24*7*2 to xt+k+24*7*2. This seems reasonable due to the persistence of wind speed over time and 

as gaps are never bigger than 3 days and diurnal patterns are conserved by the method.  The 

resulting data used for analysis is presented in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7: Imputed Wind Speed Data, Búrfell Area, Iceland 

 

As a next step the data was decomposed and the trend component as well as the 

seasonality were taken out of the data in order to ensure the stationarity criterion for the 

determination of the process underlying the data. The Augmented Dickey-Fuller test was 

applied to test for stationarity of the residual series of data. By default, the Augmented Dickey-

Fuller Test tests for the presence of a unit root in the data which is an indication of non-

stationarity. The null hypothesis therefore can be rejected if the data is at least trend stationary. 

The output of the test is shown in Table 8. With a p-value of less than 0.05 the null hypothesis 

can be rejected, implying that the data was successfully transformed fulfilling the stationarity 

requirement for statistical inference. 
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Table 8: Output of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test 

 
 

An additional analysis was conducted in form of a periodogram in order to check 

whether all seasonal pulses could be eliminated. It became evident that the procedure especially 

failed to remove long-term seasonality such as annual recurring patterns. As no further data 

was available, and after trying multiple tools to improve the outcome, the remaining seasonality 

had to be accepted as flaw. It should be noted at this point that the aim of the study is not to 

model a mathematically perfect wind forecast but rather to simulate a good enough forecast 

that allows for forecast errors that are realistic enough to be analyzed.  

 

5.3.1   Model Selection 

 

As introduced in the methodology section the SACF as well as the PACF were plotted and 

studied in order to determine the order of the ARIMA model. Figure 8 represents the SACF 

(left) and SPACF (right) of the transformed data. Each line in the plots represents an hourly 

lag, the values on the x-axis were arbitrarily computed by R each value marking the x/8766th 

hour. 

 

 
Figure 8: Autocorrelation Function (left)  and Partial Autocorrelation function (right) 
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It can be seen that the SACF levels off slowly and is always significantly different from zero. 

As mentioned in chapter 5.1.1 and summarized in Table 5 this can have two implications:  

 

1.   The raw data was not transformed properly and is still non-stationary. 

2.   The underlying process is a mixed ARMA(p,q) process 

 

It is generally hard to tell whether the levelling off is caused by lack of stationarity or a mixture 

of the underlying processes. Another possible implication given by the shape of the ACF, 

which approximately follows an exponentially decreasing function, is that the underlying data 

stems from a memoryless Markovian process. It is assumed for now that the data has an 

underlying mixed autoregressive and moving average part, yet results have to be treated 

carefully. 

The SPACF cuts off nicely after 4-5 legs which indicates an autoregressive process of 

order 4 or 5. Both models will be considered for further analysis. Yet again, conclusions should 

not be drawn yet, which is why also the EACF was plotted the result of which can be seen in 

Table 9.  
Table 9: Extended Autocorrelation Function 

 
 

For the data at hand the EACF does not result in a clear triangle shaped o-section and therefore 

there is no perfect upper-left vortex for determination. Yet, several models can be ruled out. In 

accordance with this the models that will be further investigated are ARMA(1,2), ARMA(2,2) 

and ARMA(1,3). 

Finally, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) has been computed in order to 

determine the best fitting model. The output can be seen in Table 10. 
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Table 10: Akaike Information Criterion 

Model AIC 

AR(4) 59451.13 

AR(5) 59448.48 

ARMA(1,2) 59447.48 

ARMA(1,3) 59446.46 

ARMA(2,2) 59439.80 

 

Value differences of the AIC of more than 10 are significant and models exhibiting these 

differences can be ruled out as fitting with certainty. If value differences are lower than ten the 

model with the lowest represents the best fit which in our case is the ARMA(2,2) – the final 

chosen model.  

 

5.3.2   Model Diagnostics 

 

In order to determine if the choice of the ARMA(2,2) model is correct model diagnostics were 

carried out. First the residuals were derived using equation 5.11. If the model was well chosen, 

the residuals should be approximately white noise. To investigate normality further a histogram 

was plotted as according to the methodology section and a normality curve was laid over the 

data in Figure 9. The histogram as well as the normal curve seem to support this characteristic 

as the residuals look fairly normal and there is no pattern that would lead to a suspicion of non-

normality. It should already be mentioned here that the failure of removing all pulses from the 

data as well as heteroscedasticity will be reflected in the residuals. An approximate normal 

distribution will therefore be accepted as long as residuals are uncorrelated.  
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Figure 9: Histogram of ARMA(2,2)Residuals with overlaid Normality-Curve 

Looking at the histogram it can quickly be determined that the data seems to be 

normally distributed. The Anderson-Darling contradicts this result3. This result is as expected 

considering the data still exhibits partial seasonality and is most likely also heteroskedastic. 

Though, as the histogram and the normality curve fit quite well it can be assumed that the 

requirement is sufficiently fulfilled for the purposes of this thesis. 

The next criterion to be assessed was the autocorrelation among residuals. If the series 

indeed exhibits white noise behavior the SACF of the residuals should clearly show that.  

 
Figure 10: Autocorrelation of ARMA(2,2) Residuals 

It can be seen in the Figure 10 that residuals are only significantly different from zero at lags 

higher than 15. This already speaks for the fact the residuals could be uncorrelated. In order to 

                                                
3 R output of the Anderson-Darling test is included in Appendix A 2.) 
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prove this suspicion statistically the Box-Ljung Test output was evaluated. The output is 

represented in Table 11: 

 

 
Table 11: Box-Ljung Test Output 

 

The p-value of 0.96 does not allow to reject the null-hypothesis and indicates that the 

residuals of the model are sufficiently uncorrelated. This again suggests that the fit of the model 

and the second requirement are fulfilled. Hence, it can be concluded that the ARMA(2,2) model 

chosen is an adequate model to produce a forecast. 

 

5.3.3   Wind Speed and Power Forecast 

 

Finally, a wind speed forecast was derived using the ARMA(2,2) model. The modelling was 

done using a rolling forecast where for each step the fitting process of the ARMA(2,2) model 

is renewed. The initial training set is defined as the first 8766 hours of the data. Figure 11 

depicts the first 100 hours of the forecast and shows the 80% and 95% prediction interval.  

 

 
Figure 11: Hourly Wind Speed Forecast plotted against Real Data 
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The associated wind speed forecast error is plotted in Figure 12. All values lie between the 

minimum of -2.26 m/s and the maximum of 3.34 m/s with a mean of 0.01 m/s. The standard 

deviation is 0.63 m/s. Within the series negative deviations are slightly more common than 

positive forecast errors. This indicates that there is a possibility that the forecast error takes 

values that are problematic for the Icelandic system. Positive forecast error can simply be 

smoothed by downregulating hydropower generation while for negative errors there is the 

aforementioned hard limit of 40MW for upward regulation. 

 
Figure 12: Wind Speed Forecast Error 

The wind speed series was then converted to power output according to Equation 5.16 and 

again a forecast error was calculated. In order to avoid confusion, the power output derived 

from the observed wind speed data will be termed ‘real output’. By technical constraints the 

overall range of power output is between 0 MW and 203 MW. Mean real power production is 

84.2 MW, while forecasted power production underestimates the mean output by 

approximately 1.4 MW with a value of 82.8 MW. In relation to this the amount of hours with 

no power production is 832 hours (9.50%) for real power production and 830 hours (9.46%) 

for the forecasted generation. Production at maximum rated capacity is achieved during 1834 

hours in the real power output case and 1592 hours for the forecasted output, representing a 

percentage of 20.92% and 18.16%, respectively. This implies that the forecast slightly 

underestimates possible maximum power production. Yet, when looking at the power forecast 

error plotted in Figure 13 it becomes clear that the forecast more often overestimates power 
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production much rather than underestimate. In 41.2% of the year the forecast error is negative 

and requires upward regulation while only in 31.3% of the year downward regulation is 

required, proving the assumption derived from the wind speed errors. 

   

 
Figure 13: Wind Power Forecast Error with -40 MW Limit 

An inherent simplification is that it is assumed that there is no smoothing effect within the 

power plant itself, i.e. among the individual turbines, even though it can be substantial. The 

smoothing effect would imply less variable wind where there is a possibility of a better forecast. 

Therefore, the forecast errors in reality may be somewhat lower. 

After transforming the wind speed series to a wind power output series there is 

furthermore a prominent spike around the month of December. Further investigation led to the 

identification of two hours on December 8th at 4am and 7am with a forecast error of -203 MW. 

An extreme error like this is substantially outside of all security limits and reserve capacities 

and represents a severe threat to the stability of the power system. The reason for these extreme 

forecast errors is that the forecast estimated power production at rated power while the actual 

wind speeds were above the cut-out speed. It is crucial for system operators to be aware of the 

possibility of such events. The probability of these events will therefore be included in the 

analysis and further modelling. It can furthermore be seen from Figure 13 that the two 

described events above are not the only critical situations where the –40 MW limit is breached. 

Therefore, preliminary statistical analysis is worthwhile to understand the wind specific 
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forecast error better and for later comparison reasons. The density of the preliminary forecast 

error can be seen in Figure 14.  

The general standard deviation of the error from its mean was calculated to be 10.58 

MW. The maximum positive error of the data set is 89.10 MW. The 99.9% confidence interval 

shows that 99.9% of the values lie between -43.25 MW and 61.36 MW. This is an indication 

that only considering the wind specific forecast error reserves would have to be adapted as the 

security limit is exceeded by 3.25 MW in negative direction and 21.36 MW in positive direction 

in order to account for the pure wind forecast error.  

 

 
Figure 14: Density of Wind Power Forecast Error and Reserve Capacity Limit at -40 MW 

Using equation 5.18 the probability of the error being lower than –40 MW was calculated to 

be 0.14% which represents about 13 hours within the year. This is a substantial risk given that 

2 of these hours are the described –203 MW errors due to storms. Yet, as mentioned before 

and when looking at the confidence interval it can be seen that these events have a probability 

lower than 0.01% and therefore can be deemed highly unlikely. 

Note that this is not the effective forecast error that determines the amount of additional 

reserve capacity necessary. This is due to the fact that load forecast error interacts with the 

wind specific forecast error and alter its shape after the introduction of wind as the errors can 

add up or absorb each other if directions of the error are opposite or the same, respectively.  
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6  Quantification of Forecast Error Impacts 
 

In order to conduct statistical analysis of the effective impact of the forecast error for power 

system operation some assumptions have to be made about other contributing variables that 

might alter the forecast error or variation effectively introduced into the grid.  

When integrating wind power into a system the pure variation thereof is introduced to 

a system that already exhibits some variation due to fluctuations in generation and demand. 

These general variations naturally can also not be forecasted perfectly and therefore there is a 

potential forecast error caused by the misprediction of load that needs to be resolved. As the 

wind specific forecast error is at least partly independent from this forecast error as it also 

involves variability purely caused by wind but has the same effect on the power system the two 

forecast errors have to be considered together. As an example: If the load forecast turns out to 

underestimate real load and generation schedules were planned accordingly an unexpected 

lower wind power production adds to this negative forecast error and exacerbates the situation. 

Evidently it is therefore possible that the opposite case occurs where wind power output is 

overestimated and load as well. Finally, if load in the system was underestimated 

(overestimated) and wind power output overestimated (underestimated) the resulting lower 

wind power output can absorb parts of the load underestimation resulting in a smaller overall 

forecast error. Due to the fact that in Iceland no wind power exists the current forecast error of 

load together with the derived wind specific forecast error allows a modelling of this 

relationship which can then be used to determine an overall forecast error and its impacts. 

As fine enough data for the quantification of the general load forecast error was only 

available at a late stage of the research process, a Gaussian distribution was used. Furthermore, 

a final assumption was made that wind power variables and load power variables are 

independent random variables.  

As mentioned before in a first step, the impact of hourly variations of wind power 

output will be quantified and analyzed to provide an overall picture and assess the change in 

volatility of the overall system according to a paper published by Holttinen (2005). As in this 

analysis the forecast errors are not used for computation it was possible to incorporate the 

original production data provided by Orkustofnun (R. Jónsdóttir, personal communication, 

November 18, 2016).  

In a second step the more important unexpected forecast error explained above will be 

used to model a forecast error using the relationship between wind power production forecast 
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errors and the load forecast error. This final ‘system’ forecast error then is analyzed statistically 

with the aim of being able to draw statements about impacts on Icelandic power system 

operations. Results to each step are presented gradually. 

 

6.1  General Assumptions and Quantification Methodology for Variation 

 

According to Holttinen (2005) the joint analysis of variations of wind power and load between 

consecutive hours can be used as indicator for overall variability changes in the power system. 

‘Variation’ thereby is defined as the difference of the realizations of each variable at time i and 

in the previous hour i-1. As mentioned before for this step real data could be used for the load 

variations. As wind power is not present in Iceland yet the simulated wind power output series 

will have to be used. From these data sets the variations for load and power output are derived 

and used to create a ‘net load’ scenario, where wind power variations are deducted from load 

variations. The net load scenario portrays the situation after wind power integration. 

Accordingly, the hourly variation in load is then defined as: 

 

𝛥𝐿q = 𝐿qPD − 𝐿q,	  	  	  ∀	  𝑖 ∈ [1, 8760] (6.1)  

 

where 𝐿q is the load at time i and 𝛥𝐿q is the variation of load between 𝐿q and the load in the 

consecutive hour. In order to simulate the hourly variations of wind power output, similarly it 

holds using the converted observed wind speed series: 

 

𝛥𝑃q = 𝑃qPD − 𝑃q, ∀	  𝑖 ∈ [1, 8760] (6.2) 

 

where 𝑃q is the wind power output at time i and 𝛥𝑃q again the variation between 𝑃q and the 

consecutive hour. The independence assumption between both variables now allows to define 

the net variation:  

 

𝛥𝑁𝐿q = 𝑁𝐿qPD − 𝑁𝐿q = (𝐿qPD − 𝑃qPD) − (𝐿q − 𝑃q) = 𝛥𝐿q − 𝛥𝑃q (6.3). 

 

Equation 6.3 now accounts for the interaction between variation in load and power, i.e. the fact 

that the variations can add to or absorb each other. 
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In order to better visualize the actual variation, a measure often used in this context is 

the standard deviation, as it is a measure of how much the values within the time series differ 

from their mean. The standard deviation 𝜎�	  of the real wind power variations and 𝜎�  of load 

was derived from the observed value series in order to replicate the effective additional 

variation for the scenario year. Using again the independence assumption it follows that the 

standard deviation of the net variations can be expressed as 

 

𝜎r� = 𝜎	  �F + 𝜎	  �F 6.4  

 

This standard deviation describes the overall new variability of the power system. It does not, 

however provide any information on potential, necessary reserve adaption. In order to be able 

to make first statements regarding reserve adaption a first simple method is to look at peak load 

variations in the original case without wind and the new system with wind. The difference 

roughly describes a gap that cannot be adjusted for by reserves (Holttinen, 2005). Therefore, 

in the next step, load variations and net load variations derived from the datasets for 2015 are 

transformed into duration curves and their shape is analyzed. 

 

6.2  Results: Hourly Variation 

 

Figure 15 shows a comparison of load and net load for January 2015 derived from the wind 

output data as well as the data received from Orkustofnun. It can already be graphically 

determined that an integration of a wind power plant like the one in Búrfell does have a 

substantial impact on the overall volatility for the system. 

In terms of variation over the entire year, the maximum upward variation from one hour 

to its consecutive hour amounted to 283.3 MW and the maximum negative value corresponded 

to -292.4 MW or 12.1% and 12.2% of peak load respectively. The series has a mean of 

approximately zero and a standard deviation of 29.84 MW. Wind variation alone ranges from 

-203 MW to 203 MW with a standard deviation of 41.6 MW and a mean of 0.02. Due to this 

high standard deviation of wind power output variations compared to load variations it can also 

be expected mathematically that after commission of the power plant the overall volatility will 

be substantially higher. In order to prove this from equation 6.4 the system standard deviation 

was derived. The standard deviation in the overall case increases to approximately 51 MW – 

an increase of around 71.1% compared to the scenario without wind power.  
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Figure 15: Load and Net Load after Integration of Wind Power 

Figure 16 finally depicts the aforementioned load duration curves. It can be seen that 

in peak load situations there is a difference between actual peak load and peak net load which 

represents a first indication that reserves will have to be adapted. The difference was calculated 

to be at an approximate value of -13.25 MW. The recently derived increased standard deviation 

can also be seen in the picture in the form of the gaps between net load and load. These gaps 

essentially describe the increase in operation of existing reserves after wind was added. 

 

 
Figure 16: Duration Curve of Load and Net Load Variations 
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6.3  Methodology: System Forecast Error Derivation 

 

In order to assess the impact of the forecast error the results from chapter 5.3 are used in 

conjunction with a forecast error of load representing the forecast before integration of wind. 

This error is termed ‘system forecast error’ or ‘general forecast error” in this analysis. The 

existing minimum regulating capacity of +/- 40MW is used as the boundaries for a 99.9 % 

confidence interval for all realizations in the general forecast error. This implies a z-score of 

3.29. Due to the later generation process the z-score had to be slightly adjusted to 3.1 as 

otherwise the 0.01% and 99.9% quantiles would not be close to +/- 40 MW. The assumed 

standard deviation of 40/3.1 is then used to generate a random series of 8766 hourly time 

intervals representing the scenario time series of variations for the assessment. 

For simplicity reasons and as the forecast intervals during computation were 

approximately constant, it is furthermore assumed that the distribution of the wind power 

specific forecast error of any hour t is the same as the distribution over the year. Adding to this, 

extreme values as seen in the preliminary forecast error analysis are allowed to enter the hourly 

forecast error to not unnecessarily distort possible outcomes and to stay aware of the risk.  

Similarly to the load scenario after the introduction of wind, the forecast error alters 

due to the relationship between load and forecast error explained in the beginning of this 

chapter. Note here that contrary to the case of load and power variations it is the sum of the 

forecast errors that is of interest as in this case errors in the same direction will add up. As to 

analyze impacts of the forecast error it is important to derive one single, overall forecast error 

considering the probability density function of both, load forecast error and wind specific. 

Mathematically, such a common pdf is derived by convoluting the single probability density 

functions. As only the general load forecast error can be expressed by a predefined distribution 

function the pdf of the wind specific errors will have to be approximated by a kernel density 

estimate or log-spline estimate.  

Due to software constraints in R that limit convolution of pdfs to predefined 

distributions another way of approximating the pdf of the net load had to be found. In order to 

be statistically as concise as possible this was done by a Monte-Carlo simulation of the 

summation process of the two errors.  

For this simulation it is necessary to randomly generate as many different realistic 

outcomes as possible and add them. Due to the predefined nature of the general forecast error 

this is easily done for the variable by using random number generation in R. To produce several 
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realistic outcomes for the wind specific forecast error a log-spline approximation4 will be 

applied in order to estimate the density and cumulative distribution function as well as its 

inverse. Following this, one thousand time series were produced each with an equal length of 

8766 hours. The final net forecast error was then achieved by:  

 

𝑭 = 𝑭𝒈 + 𝑭𝒘 6.5 , 

 

with Fg being the matrix containing all generated general forecast error series, Fw the matrix 

containing all realizations of the wind specific error and F being the sum of the former two 

matrices. All matrices are of the size 8766x1000 and therefore contain 8’766’000 values.  

This overall forecast error essentially describes the missing online generation due to prediction 

errors and will have to be carried only by the reserve capacities as it has to be resolved in real 

time. 

Again the variability of the forecast will be expressed with the standard deviation. The 

standard deviation of the resulting overall forecast error will be derived from the simulated 

sample rather than using equation 6.4 as the independence assumption is built into the 

simulation process due to the separated generation of the random variables. 

The convolution of the forecast error allows for a concise statistical analysis of the 

possible sizes of the errors using the probability density function. Again, the probability of 

errors causing severe damage will be calculated focusing mainly on negative errors around the 

limit of -40 MW for the same argument as in the case of the general analysis of the wind 

specific forecast error.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
4 More information: (Kooperberg & Stone, 1992; Stone, Hansen, Kooperberg, & Troung, 1997) 
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6.4  Results: System Forecast Error Derivation and Impacts 

 

Figure 17 represents the general load forecast error as generated from the definition in the 

methodology section. The histogram depicts the error after random generation of 1000 

realizations of a Gaussian distributed forecast error with the predefined standard deviation.  

 

 
Figure 17: General Forecast Error with Gaussian Distribution 

An Anderson-Darling test confirms that after random generation the overall Gaussian 

distribution could be maintained (p-value = 0.45)5. Also standard deviation and mean of the 

overall sample did not change substantially. Therefore, the general forecast error could be used 

for further processing. 

 A histogram of the simulations of the wind specific forecast error can be found in Figure 

18. As adequacy of the simulations cannot be assessed by simple statistic tests the statistic 

moments as well as the occurrence of extremes and the shape of the tails of the distribution 

were used as additional criteria. Moreover, the 99.9% confidence interval was calculated to 

ensure that probabilities haven’t been altered substantially. The original standard deviation of 

10.58M W and mean of 1.41 MW should therefore be approximately the same and the 

simulations should allow for extreme forecast errors at values down to -203 MW. 

 

                                                
5 R output in Appendix A 3.) 
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Figure 18: Simulation of Wind Power Forecast Error 

At a first glance it can already be seen that the tail region is quite similar to the tails of the 

original wind power forecast error (see Figure 14). Also the extremes could be modelled 

correctly with a maximum negative error of -202.99 MW for the simulations. The mean of the 

forecast error simulations is still approximately the same as the original with only a negligible 

deviation. Also the standard deviation could be maintained sufficiently with minimally lower 

standard deviation for the simulation. The 99.9% confidence interval is between -44.1 MW and 

60.2 MW indicating a slight truncation in the positive and a minimal expansion of the lower 

quantile. These changes can be deemed as minimal, especially because the positive forecast 

error does not pose as much of a problem due to simpler regulation measures installed in the 

power system in Iceland. The alteration of the negative forecast error was only by several 

kilowatts downward which can be accepted as it does not reduce risk but much rather increases 

risk minimally. Due to the severe consequences of underestimating risk this can be deemed as 

an adjustment in order not to avoid such an underestimation. It should already be noticed here 

that the 0.1% and 99.9% value lie outside the amount of existing regulating reserves and 

therefore even if there was no general forecast error in the grid an installation of the studied 

wind power plant would require additional reserves. For now, the simulations adequately 

portray the original forecast error and the resulting overall forecast error can be derived which 

represents the “real” occurring forecast error in the grid.  

The result of the convolution process is depicted as a histogram in Figure 19. It can be 

seen that the new overall forecast error has a much more regular shape than the wind power 

specific forecast error alone (Figure 18). The tail region appears to be substantially smoother 
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than in the original case. In order to assess the reduction of weight of the tails compared to the 

spike a comparison between the kurtoses of the distribution can be useful. 

 

 
Figure 19: Convoluted Forecast Error 

The excess kurtosis of the original distribution of the wind specific error was 30.9 indicating 

heavy tales and therefore a highly leptokurtic distribution. The new distribution of the overall 

forecast error results to be leptokurtic as well but, as expected, the kurtosis of the distribution 

has been reduced to 5.0. The convolution with the Gaussian forecast error, which by definition 

has an excess kurtosis of 0, therefore heavily decreased the weight of the tails.  

Skewness determines the asymmetry of a distribution around the mean. Due to the 

extreme outliers a calculation of the skewness of the data sample at hand is useless. Yet, 

judging graphically, the core part appears to be positively skewed. This seems obvious as the 

underlying simulation of wind speeds resulted in a positively skewed distribution as well and 

the Gaussian error is not skewed at all. 

The more important results can be found in the other statistical measures of the 

distribution. A striking result of the analysis is that the standard deviation increased from 10.1 

MW to 16.7 MW indicating that the overall forecast error is substantially more variable around 

the mean after the integration of the wind power plant.  

The skewness of the core part and the increased standard deviation are then also 

translated into the 99.9% confidence interval which resulted to be stretched somewhat to 

asymmetric values between -54.1 MW and 69.0 MW. The enlarged confidence interval then 

also impacts the probability of an error below -40 MW which was found to have increased 
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from initially 0.14% or 12h in the simulated year to a probability of 0.47% and approximately 

41 hours. This is a considerable increase in risk for power system operations and system 

reliability, especially if the error coincides with a peak load situation. Here it should also be 

mentioned that the smoother tails also mean that the likelihood of close-to-problematic errors 

has increased as well. 

The maximum negative error of the overall forecast error is found to be -232 MW. It 

should be noted that this result is hard to interpret as this value does not necessarily rule out 

the risk of forecast errors lower than that. As a matter of fact, given the same scenario as in the 

preliminary statistical analysis of the wind specific forecast error where production was set to 

zero due to an expected storm it is possible to achieve more severe errors than -203 MW if the 

direction of the general system would be in the same direction. The technically possible most 

extreme forecast error is -243 MW. Again, also for the convoluted error the extreme errors 

have a minimal likelihood. For comparability reasons the pdf of the convoluted error is plotted 

in Figure 20. 

 

 
Figure 20: Probability Density Function of the Convoluted Forecast Error 

Summarizing, it can be said that the characteristics of the convoluted forecast error now 

prove the initial suspicion right that with a wind power plant of 203 MW reserves need to be 

adapted. Considering the 99.9% confidence interval the resources in peak load hours need to 

be adjusted by 14.1 MW for upward regulation and 29 MW for downward regulation. This 

represents a 35% increase in upward reserve capacity as well as 72.5% necessary adaption 

compared to the existing resources of 40 MW. 
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In order to assess whether these percentages can be applied linearly, the model was 

furthermore run for installed wind power capacities of 50 MW, 101.5 MW and 150 MW. The 

capacity step to 101.5 was chosen in order to represent half the capacity of the Búrfell power 

plant while the other capacities were chosen arbitrarily. Figure 21 describes the relationship 

between the amount of installed capacity and the percentage necessary reserve adaption. 

 

 
Figure 21: Adaption of Reserves dependent on Installed Wind Power Capacity 

The blue line in the graph represents downregulating reserve capacity while the red curve 

describes upward regulation. The percentages on the y-axis are defined as the deviation of the 

lower and upper limit value of the 99.9% CI of the error divided by the maximum existing 

regulating power capacity of 40 MW. Hence, every point above the zero line represents the 

necessary reserve adaption compared to and on top of the existing reserve. At the zero line 

exactly 40 MW of reserves are required.  

Both of the graphs show that there is no linear relationship between reserve adjustment 

and installed wind power capacity. As a matter of fact, the slope of the graphs monotonically 

increases the more wind power is installed. This is due to the fact that for higher capacities the 

impact of the wind forecast error contributes more and more to the general load forecast error 

and taking overhand. The respective slopes for both cases are: 

For upward regulation if capacity increases from zero to 50 MW 0.02 MW, between 50 

MW and 101.5 MW approximately 0.04 MW, between 101.5 MW and 150 MW approximately 

0.06 MW and between 150 MW and 203 MW approximately 0.1 MW per megawatt of 
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additionally integrated wind power. The slopes for downward regulation reserve are 

substantially higher with, 0.025 0.10 MW, 0.19 MW and 0.25 MW for each additionally 

installed MW of wind power and the respective step. 

 

For a better overview the results of the simulations have been summarized in Table 12. 

 
Table 12: Result Summary Single Power Plant Case 

 50 MW 100 MW 150 MW 203 MW 
99.9% CI Error 

lower -40.92 -43.13 -46.23 -54.06 

upper 41.23 46.53 55.97 69.00 
Excess reserve need [MW] 

upward -0.92 -3.13 -6.23 -14.06 

downward  1.23 6.53 15.97 29.00 
Reserve Adaption in % of 40 MW 

upward % 2.30 7.84 15.58 35.16 

downward % 3.10 16.37 39.93 72.51 
Slope from lower capacity  [MW/MW] 

upward 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.15 

downward 0.02 0.10 0.19 0.25 
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7  Dispersion of Power Plants 
 

It was mentioned before that there are benefits of dispersing wind power plants geographically 

due to a smoothing effect of variability and therefore also in form of a smoothing of the forecast 

error itself. Given the negative forecast error derived above of -54 MW and its impact on 

regulating operations, there could be a possibility that this smoothing effect is as high as to 

make an adaption of the reserves unnecessary. A second scenario therefore will be set up where 

the power plant is divided into two identical power plants with the exact same technical limits 

as defined in Table 7 with the exception that maximum power generation for each power plant 

is limited to 101.5 MW and the amount of wind turbines is 29.  

 

7.1  Methodology: System Forecast Error 

 

As basis for the model, the original wind speed time series is used to create a wind power 

output and forecast as well as the associated forecast error as to achieve comparable results to 

the single power plant case. The distribution of the forecast error therefore should not be altered 

substantially in shape.  

In order to achieve a smoothing effect, the second wind speed series has to be 

sufficiently uncorrelated. As wind correlation decreases with distance and topography, it is 

desirable to place the second hypothetical wind park at the maximum possible distance to see 

the maximum possible savings of such dispersion of power plants in Iceland. In the research 

conducted by Helgason (2012) several feasible sites for wind power plants were identified. 

Using the imposed maximum distance requirement, a possible site for the second wind park 

could be between Langanes Peninsula and Seley in the East of Iceland with an approximate 

distance of 250-300 kilometers. Using Figure 2 an approximate correlation for power output 

variations is around 0.05-0.1 for hourly variations. As a precise determination of wind speed 

correlation is difficult with no further data, a correlation of 0.1 is assumed.  

Due to the lack of new wind speed data for such a location a way had to be found to 

incorporate such correlation. Generation of wind speeds from scratch generally is a difficult 

task due to the specific underlying characteristics of the time series process and uniqueness of 

wind in every location. Consequently, it was decided to instead model a correlated forecast 

error. For this purpose, the original series as well as its forecast were transformed using the 

lower technical limits and a matrix Fd1 containing the reduced forecast error was created. This 
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new matrix Fd1 was then used as the basis of a generation of a second overall forecast error 

matrix Fd2 where both columns exhibit the desired correlation. Cholesky decomposition was 

used to introduce the necessary correlation. Cholesky decomposition allows to describe any 

positive finite C as:  

 

𝑪 = 𝑼×	  𝑼𝑻 7.1  

 

where U is the lower triangular matrix and UT is the conjugate transposed of U. For the case 

that C is a correlation matrix multiplying any arbitrary vector with U will allow to produce 

correlated random variables. Therefore, the following equation was used:  

 

𝑭𝒅𝟐 = 𝑭𝒅𝟏×𝑼 (7.2) 

 

During the process Fd1 was held constant for comparison reasons. As to allow statements 

on the smoothing effect of two geographically dispersed power plants the forecast errors	  𝑭𝒅𝟏 

and 𝑭𝒅𝟐 have to be united to one single wind specific forecast error. As again both variables 

do not stem from predefined distributions the Monte-Carlo simulation procedure defined in 

chapter 6.3 is used reproducing the summation process of the convolution of both variables. 

The final result is a convoluted matrix 𝑭𝒅	  of forecast errors which then is convoluted with the 

overall forecast using the same procedure as in equation 6.5. Ultimately, and along the lines of 

the proceeding forecast error analysis, the probabilities of detrimental cases to the grid will be 

calculated by approximation and integration of the density function. 

Similar to the case of the single power plant the sensitivity of the impact of the forecast 

error to the amount of integrated wind power capacity will be assessed. 
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7.2  Results: Dispersed Forecast Error 

 

In Figure 22 the two modelled forecast errors are represented in a scatter plot with their 

marginal distributions. Due to the size of the dataset only the first one million realizations of 

each variable have been plotted. 

 
Figure 22: Scatterhistogram of Forecast Error 1 and 2 

It can be seen from the white area in around the left bottom corner that the likelihood of two 

large negative errors is very low. This is most likely due to the modelling procedure using a 

random generation. After the Cholesky decomposition procedure the correlation between the 

two errors resulted to be exactly 0.1 as determined in the methodology in the previous chapter. 

For simplicity reasons the original forecast error from the power conversion will be termed 

Forecast Error 1 (FE1) unless mentioned otherwise. Similarly, the newly generated forecast 

error will be called Forecast Error 2 (FE2). 

According to the new technical limits, the standard deviation as well as the mean should 

be approximately half of the values of the original standard deviation and mean if the 

simulation was successful. Furthermore, the tail region should be modeled appropriately 

exhibiting a maximum negative forecast error of -101.5 MW. 

Forecast Error 1 has a mean of approximately 0.63 MW with a standard deviation of 5.26 MW, 

while the mean of Forecast Error 2 is 0.69 MW and its standard deviation 5.26. For both cases 
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the maximum negative error is at -101.5 MW. Therefore, the aim of producing two correlated 

forecast errors was successful and the errors can further be analyzed. 

Again, the limit values of the 99.9% confidence interval were calculated for both cases. 

The lower bounds were found to be -19.38 MW and -19.26 MW and the upper bounds 29.78 

MW and 29.73 MW for FE1 and FE2, respectively. Hence, both errors lie far between the 

regulating power limits and bear no risk to the system on their own. In order to analyze the risk 

of the two power plants together, the errors have to be convoluted. Figure 23 represents a 

histogram of the wind power forecast error (red) from Figure 18 with the newly derived 

convoluted wind power forecast error (grey) overlaid. The errors are now comparable as they 

both represent the pure wind power forecast errors existing in the system.  

 

 
Figure 23: Convoluted Wind Power Specific Forecast Error 

The smoothing effect of the wind power outputs of both farms should now be visible in a 

reduction of the standard deviation and confidence interval of the error compared to the single 

power plant case. Indeed, it can already be seen graphically, that the dispersed wind forecast 

error (grey) is substantially slimmer in the core part while the tails of the red single power plant 

forecast error are much wider. The smoothing is also confirmed when comparing the 

confidence intervals of the single power plant case with the dispersed case. While 99.9% and 

0.1% quantiles of the single power plant error already surpassed the regulatory security limits 

with values of -44.1 MW and 60.2 MW the error in the dispersion scenario lies well within the 
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security limits with lower bound of -29.12 MW and 38.45 MW upper bound. This describes a 

smoothing effect of the lower bound by -34.02% and -36.13% for the upper bound. The effect 

can furthermore be found in the standard deviation which is approximately reduced by 26.25% 

to a value of 7.8 MW compared to the single power plant scenario.  

In order to arrive at the total effect, the general forecast error has to be added to the 

picture again. Figure 24 represents the convoluted forecast error for the dispersed case. 

 

 
Figure 24: Convoluted Forecast Error for Dispersed Power Plants 

Again, the distribution of the resulting error looks substantially slimmer than the distribution 

of the convoluted error in the first case (Figure 19). Yet, the standard distribution has increased 

substantially to 15.1 MW with a mean of 1.31 MW. 99.9% of the values now lie in between -

48.1 MW and 52.8 MW. The probability of an error lower than -40 MW is approximately 

0.27% representing 24h per year if the distribution is considered for a yearly forecast error.  

The convolution process with the general forecast error therefore seems to substantially 

decrease the smoothing effect between the power plants. The confidence interval bounds now 

lie outside of the reserve limits. However, there is still a substantial decrease in reserve 

requirements compared to the initial situation. Contrary to 14.1 MW of additional capacity 

needed for upward regulation only 8.1 MW are needed now, while for downward regulation 

an extra 12.8 MW have to be installed as opposed to 29 MW in the single power plant case. 

Therefore, in this simulation even with geographically dispersed power plants new reserve 

capacity is necessary as well if 203 MW are connected to the grid, but the required amount of 
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additional capacity is reduced by 42.6% for upward regulation and 55.9% for downward 

regulation. 

Figure 25 plots the relationship between aggregate installed capacity and necessary 

adjustment of reserves in percent of the existing 40 MW. For better comparison the results 

from the single power plant case have been plotted as well with the downward reserve 

requirements in dashed, light blue and the upward reserve adaptions in dashed, light pink.  

 

 
Figure 25: Necessary Adaption of Reserves per Installed Capacity of Wind Power 

Shape-wise the results show a similar picture as the outcome plotted in Figure 21 for the 203 

MW power plant. There is no linear relationship between the adjustment and the size of 

installed wind power capacity. Downward regulation grows considerably faster. 

The slopes again indicate how much additional reserve capacity has to be installed for 

every megawatt of wind power added. The slopes can be found in Table 13. Comparing the 

slopes, it can be seen that if power plants are installed in a dispersed way there are substantial 

savings to be made in extra reserve capacity installment as the need for capacity grows slower 

than in the single power plant case. As a matter of fact, the adaption of reserves for downward 

regulation in the single power plant case is approximately as high as the adaption of downward 

reserves in the dispersed power plant case for each level of wind power integrated. However, 

for downward regulation in the single power plant case substantially more reserves will be 

needed given any installed wind power capacity greater than 50 MW. 
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In Table 13 all results from both scenarios are listed with black numbers representing results 

from the dispersed power plant case and grey numbers the results from Table 12 for 

comparison. 
 

Table 13: Result Summary Dispersion Scenario 

 50 MW  100 MW  150 MW  203 MW  

99.9% CI Error [MW] 

lower -40.073 -40.92 -42.34 -43.13 -45.27 -46.23 -48.22 -54.06 

upper 40.063 41.23 42.80 46.53 46.81 55.97 52.60 69.00 

Excess reserve need [MW] 

upward -0.073 -0.92 -2.34 -3.13 -5.27 -6.23 -8.22 -14.06 

downward  0.063 1.23 2.80 6.53 6.81 15.97 12.69 29.00 

Reserve Adaption in % of 40 MW 

upward % 0.18 2.30 5.85 7.84 13.19 15.58 20.56 35.16 

downward % 1.59 3.10 6.99 16.37 17.02 39.93 31.72 72.51 

Slope to next lower step [MW/MW] 

upward 0.001 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.15 

downward 0.012 0.02 0.04 0.10 0.08 0.19 0.11 0.25 
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8  Discussion  
 

Results derived in the simulations imply that mainly two situations bear special risk for system 

operations after wind power integration, both stemming from forecast errors. Firstly, the 

increase of forecast errors due to the variability of wind, which necessitates an increase in 

reserve capacity in the regulating power market for the general maintenance of security of 

supply. Secondly, extreme events that cause forecast errors that are too big in size as to be 

covered by reserve capacities alone. 

In this chapter the operational implications for Landsnet derived from these events are 

discussed and other impacts to the power system in Iceland are outlined. Furthermore, as this 

thesis makes some central assumptions in order to be able to quantify the aforementioned risks 

for balancing, the adequacy of the results is examined and the computational limitations are 

outlined. 

 

8.1  Implications for Regulations and System Operation 

 

When integrating wind power into a system that currently is operated without this technology 

the impacts are manifold. As derived in the background section in chapter 3.1, the most 

important impact is that due to the unpredictability of wind as a resource for power generation 

the power system experiences an increase in volatility. Therefore, it seemed reasonable in a 

first stage to investigate overall impacts of volatility on the grid. In order to achieve this, the 

standard deviation as well as a duration curve plot overlaying the provided and sorted load data 

as well as a wind adjusted net load duration curve as defined in chapter 6.1 according to theory 

presented by Holttinen (2005) have been used. For the adjustment of the load data the generated 

wind power output series for the Landsvirkjun project in the Búrfell area was used according 

to derivations presented in chapter 5.3.3. This analysis made possible statements about two 

things: Firstly, the difference in the maxima of the curves indicated whether or not reserves 

should be adapted. Secondly, from the deviation of the two plotted curves, statements can be 

drawn about the necessary increase in reserve activity. A first indicator of changes in volatility 

was derived in the form of the standard deviation of hourly variations. The increase amounted 

to 21.2 MW of additional variation around the mean at 29.8 MW without wind to 

approximately 51 MW after simulated wind integration. This represents an increase of 71.1% 
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in volatility compared to the initial states, which can be deemed substantial given the fact the 

wind penetration under this scenario is at approximately 9-10% of total load. 

Further analysis then showed that this additional fluctuation of load also translated into 

a necessity of adapting reserves by approximately 13-14 MW additionally to the existing legal 

reserves, in order to conduct secure system operations and peak load hours as well as a 

substantial increase of reserve activity overall (Figure 16). The latter result is especially 

interesting given the fact that even without wind over the past years, the use of reserves 

increased by a factor of four (Landsnet, 2016). Due to the separate settlement of regulating 

power this implies that by integrating a wind power plant, already existing operational costs 

relating to security measures will even further increase.  

In order to fully simulate the threat of forecast errors to system operations and a possible 

necessity of adapting reserves in the following steps a full simulation and statistical analysis of 

a forecast error was conducted. According to the modelled scenario in chapter 6.3-6.4 it could 

finally be shown that if plans of a single power plant with 203 MW capacity as investigated by 

Landsvirkjun are to be realized, in the future this could have a substantial impact on the security 

of the system and make regulatory reserve adaption inevitable. When looking at the derived 

99.9% confidence interval, existing reserves of 40 MW have to be increased to 69 MW for 

downward regulation and 54.1 MW for upward regulation in order to maintain security. This 

necessary adjustment will be especially important for upward regulation reserves. This is the 

case as Iceland possesses a hydro-backed system allowing to adjust production in matter of 

seconds if scheduled production according to the forecast overestimates actual load in the 

system and too much generation is deployed. In peak load, or close-to peak load, hours this is 

a practice that will not be possible if load in the system was underestimated by the forecast and 

therefore upward regulation is necessary. Hence, the error can only be resolved by manually 

activating reserves from the regulating power market or more severe actions such as load 

shedding, which are used as last resort only.  

Note that, for situations in which peak load does not occur, there is a possibility that 

the same procedure as in the downward regulation case can be used and water power generators 

can be asked to ramp up their production in order to bring the state of the system back to secure 

levels. For these hours therefore, Landsnet possesses substantially more flexibility in its 

operations. Yet, as peak load hours represent the most extreme case, it seems reasonable to 

suggest an increase of the minimum reserve requirements by at least 14-15 MW compared to 

the current state in order to provide sufficient stability under all circumstances. This scenario 

defines the maximum impact scenario for the analysis at hand. The results of the thesis match 
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the initial analysis of necessary reserve adaption of 13-14 MW quite well. This is an indicator 

that the simulations produced meaningful results for the maximum power case. 

For other levels of capacity, the security impacts in terms of additional reserve 

requirement decrease with decreasing size of the power plant to be integrated. As a matter of 

fact, at and below a power plants of 50 MW the excess reserve need is below the minimum bid 

in the regulating market of 1 MW. According to the sensitivity analysis in Figure 21 the 

minimum bid would be reached if a 52 MW power plant would be connected to the grid. The 

Figure furthermore depicts the relationship between excess reserve need and additional wind 

power capacity integrated in the form of the slopes between the different capacity steps. Due 

to the initially low slope, which requires an installation of approximately 40 kW of reserves 

per additional megawatt of wind power installed, an addition of more capacity only minimally 

further impacts security of the grid for levels between 50 MW and 101.5 MW. Yet, in the 101.5 

MW case the additional reserve need already accumulated to an absolute value of 

approximately 3 MW, equaling three new minimum bids in the regulating power market. Also 

for capacities up to 150 MW with an additional requirement of 60 kW of reserves per wind 

power megawatt integrated additional reserve needs increase slowly. An addition of a single 

wind turbine of 3.5 MW in size as used above would only require an additional reserve of 210 

kW, only. Therefore, approximately every fifth turbine (~ +16.7 MW) requires an additional 

megawatt bid in the regulating power market. The accumulated additional reserve need at 150 

MW then amounts to 6.23 MW -  already a doubling of the amount necessary in the 101.5 MW 

case.  

At higher levels, i.e. between 150 MW and the maximum case of 203 the slope indicates 

that each addition of approximately 7 MW necessitates an additional minimum bid in the 

regulating power market. With the technical set up used in the analysis this means that with 

every two turbines added an additional megawatt bid in the regulating power market is 

necessary. This illustrates that the higher the planned capacity of the wind power plant the 

higher the impact on system operations and the lower the actual merit of adding more turbines.  

Similarly, as in the overall volatility analysis from before, due to the separate settlement 

structure from general electricity sale the extra amount of necessary reserve that has to be 

procured can be defined as additional cost for system operations for Landsnet that can be 

associated with wind power integration. Price data from the regulating markets was not 

accessible due to its sensitive nature and therefore a quantification of additional costs is not 

possible. It can be said, though, using the derived slopes describing necessary unit adjustment 

of reserves per megawatt installed wind power (Figure 21; Table 12) that like the increasing 
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reserve requirement the cost has a similar increasing tendency. Evidently, then also highest 

marginal costs of adding wind power are incurred at higher capacities. In the maximum case 

of 203 MW costs can therefore be substantial, especially considering that every second wind 

turbine added requires an additional megawatt for balancing.  

Note here, that assuming that the monotonically increasing trend persists, it furthermore 

seems possible that there eventually will be a point when necessary additional reserves capacity 

gets close to the capacity provided by a single wind turbine and therefore the marginal costs of 

an additional integrated megawatt wind power are simply too high compared to the use 

provided by the additional capacity provided to the market. An addition of further turbines 

would then be highly inefficient and should not be undertaken. 

Summarizing, the results of the single power plant case allow to draw the following 

statements important for and adaption of the regulations and an associated effective operation 

of Landsnet on which a decision of the size of wind power integration should be based: 

 

•   The system as a whole becomes substantially more volatile after integration of wind 

power with an associated need of additional reserves; 

•   There is almost no need for increasing reserve capacity for an integration of a single 

power plant from 0-52 MW implying minimal costs; 

•   Between 52-150 MW additional wind capacity requires low reserve adaption per 

megawatt added implying low marginal costs of addition, yet reserves have to be 

adapted; 

•   For higher penetration levels of wind power up to 203 MW reserve capacity has to be 

adjusted substantially faster indicating higher marginal costs; 

•   For extreme capacities higher than 203 MW reserve adjustment could render additional 

wind power capacity inefficient.  

 

It should also be mentioned here that if the current generators are not able to spare more of 

their generation capacity for the regulating market, additional costs will arise for building such 

capacity. On the contrary it is furthermore also possible that such extra reserve capacity as 

needed according to the results, does already exist in the market as the regulatory minimum 

reserve only implies a hard lower limit. It does not however impose a ceiling for reserves. 

Therefore, it may be that no additional capacity has to be built or used if 54.1 MW are readily 

available and in use already. Construction costs therefore could be neglegted. 
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In the light of this context a further suggestion made by the thesis is that it might be 

reasonable to split the 203 MW power plant project into two separate power plants and place 

them sufficiently far away in order to profit from a potential smoothing effect of the forecast 

error and decrease excess reserve requirement from wind integration. Indeed, the simulations 

show that a geographic dispersion of wind power plants result in potential savings in the form 

of lower new reserve requirements. If considering the upward regulation in the maximum 

impact scenario it could be shown that contrary to -54.1 MW the resulting forecast error was 

smoothed so that the 0.01% and 99.9% quantiles resulted to be at -48.2 MW and 52.5 MW, 

respectively. Using the same rationale as before reserve adjustment should be defined by the 

lower quantile and therefore an additional 8.2 MW for upward regulation are necessary. This 

decrease of almost 6 MW additional reserve necessary compared with the initial case describes 

a reduction of 41.5% and therefore also indicates a substantial decrease in costs for regulating 

operations.  

This tendency persists for all different capacities from 0-203 MW. For the dispersed 

case the first minimum bid has to be realized after the integration of approximately 69 MW of 

total wind power, i.e. two wind power plants with 34.5 MW each. Slopes are generally lower 

indicating less reserve adaption per unit of wind power added. This additionally implies lower 

in marginal costs of wind power integration than in the single power plant case (Figure 25). It 

furthermore translates into lower accumulated excess reserve needs at the capacities around 

100 MW and 150 MW. Even close to the maximum impact scenario between 150 and 203 MW 

additional reserve needs per additional wind power megawatt installed are reduced 

substantially. In the regulating power market an additional minimum bid is only necessary after 

every 17 MW additionally integrated wind power and therefore contrary to every second 

turbine in the single power plant case approximately after every fifth turbine – just as much as 

was necessary when analyzing capacities between 101.5-150 MW in the single power plant 

case. 

Finally, the slower growing additional reserve requirements for an additional integrated 

megawatt of wind power then most likely also allow to integrate power plants with a capacity 

substantially higher than 203 MW. In conjunction with the conclusions drawn from the single 

power plant case it can therefore be said that: 

 

•   Additional reserve capacity is minimally low up to an integrated wind power capacity 

of 69 MW; 
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•   Overall a geographically dispersed power plant requires less additional reserve capacity 

per megawatt installed and in absolute terms. It is therefore cheaper for power system 

operations and Landsnet at the same level of capacity; 

•   Geographically dispersed power plants are likely to allow higher levels of wind power 

penetration in the market overall. 

 

It can therefore be said that from the standpoint of reserve requirements overall dispersed 

power plants bear substantial advantages over the integration of a single plant. 

The second risk that cannot be mitigated by a dispersion of power plants and is therefore 

the same in both scenarios is the probability of severe forecast errors that are much larger than 

the equipped regulating power reserve. Especially important are forecast errors that 

overestimate possible production by far. These events can happen where wind power 

generation was scheduled but could not be realized due to unforeseen reasons such as an 

unpredicted storm, wind lulls that only last for minutes or through other major disturbances in 

the wind power plants. In the analyzed scenarios the most extreme forecast error is -203 MW 

for wind power alone. As mentioned before, after wind power and the associated error are 

integrated, the overall forecast error distribution is the convolution of the previously existing 

forecast error distribution and the new wind specific forecast error distribution. The general 

forecast error could therefore exacerbate this situation if the error is in the same direction 

allowing a technically possible forecast error of -243 MW in the system. Note that for high 

wind speed situations the opposite extreme of a forecasted forced outage can take the same 

size. If wind forecasts indicate wind speeds above the cut-out speed and real winds are lower 

and would allow production at rated power eventual production is underestimated and 

downward regulation is necessary. A extreme error in this direction would therefore require a 

considerable amount of reduction of hydropower generation or even last resort measures, as 

decreasing production by 243 MW is a rather extreme approach. 

The probability of extreme underestimation was found to be at levels far lower than 

0.01% in the simulations. Yet, it can be assumed that the integration of a wind power plant 

such events are more likely than in grids without wind as an additional source of risk is added.  

In the case of such events the TSO Landsnet is forced to make use of last resort measures as 

regulating power will not suffice to bring the grid back to a normal state. According to the grid 

code (Landsnet, 2010) first contractually defined, curtailable electricity from intensive power 

users such as aluminum smelters can be utilized. If this still not suffices to bring the grid back 
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to secure states, furthermore, non-spinning reserves such as backup generators can be activated, 

which might have to be built in order to service such sever forecast errors. The last measure 

then is rationing where Landsnet possesses the right to interrupt the supply of electricity to 

certain customer groups. According to the Electricity Act of 2003 this curtailment has to be 

conducted on a non-discriminatory basis, based on objective criteria and only for short period 

of time. In Iceland usually industries with volatile electricity consumption such as non-essential 

parts of fish processing plants can be disconnected in order to reduce load in the system and 

achieve equilibrium. Obviously, all of these measures also mean either costs incurred by the 

utilization of additional reserves and expensive non-spinning reserves or costs to society 

through the disconnected parties and the associated expensive loss in production. 

The implications for system operations for this risk factor are that there should be 

awareness of the increased possibility of such events and that appropriate adjustments to the 

gird allowing sufficient emergency measures in order to ensure minimum impact to security 

supply. Currently, Landsnet is already taking steps into that direction by introducing smart 

meter solutions that allow a flexible operation of the grid as well as other measures (Landsnet, 

2016) – efforts that should be upheld given the derived results. 

 

8.2  Further Possible Impacts of Wind Power in Iceland 

 

Other possible operational implications from the integration of wind power can be derived from 

the additional wind power impacts on the system derived in chapter 3.4, the two major of which 

are discussed in this section. 

Depending on the construction site of the wind power plant and its distance to the 

transmission grid is possible that additional transmission capacities are required. In the single 

power plant case the 203 MW power plant will be located in the Búrfell area. Despite the 

biggest power plant located in the Eastern part of Iceland, the Búrfell area is currently the area 

where most of the hydro power is produced and therefore the transmission grid is equipped 

accordingly. Yet, as a 203 MW power plant would be the third biggest in the region, additional 

transmission grid capacity might be necessary in order to avoid congestions in the area due to 

the stochastic nature of wind power production.  

If considering a geographically dispersed set up, overall costs in the project site could 

possibly be decreased, yet, the second power plant might contribute to additional costs for 

transmission line security adjustments. Due to the geographic characteristics of the East Fjords 
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between Langanes Peninsula and Seley in Iceland, which is where the locations were chosen 

for this study, according to the maximum distance requirement for smoothing, the areas are not 

yet equipped with strong transmission lines. Therefore, in order to connect the power plant to 

the system, additional grid reinforcements will be necessary.  

For the central transmission grid current plans of grid reinforcement contain additional 

lines in order to strengthen the inter-regional transmission network with additional lines 

passing the Icelandic highlands or running along the existing network (Landsnet, 2016). 

It is then also questionable whether the lines at the cut-in planes that are often operated 

at security levels already will be able to bear the variable electricity output. Another factor 

within this context that should be taken into consideration is that the construction time of a 

wind power plant is short compared to the commissioning of transmission lines. Therefore, at 

least in initial stages wind power curtailments should be considered a probable risk. In any 

case, for the system operator this will mean additional threats to security of the system due to 

a higher risk of more congestions as well as further costs through transmission grid 

reinforcements in the short and long-term. These risky situations are exacerbated when 

considering that the Icelandic grid is ageing and energy demand grows constantly due to 

increases in consumers on non-firm transmission contracts such as data centers, increased 

tourism as well as seafood and fish processing (Landsnet, 2016). 

A further impact on system operations in Iceland is that the unit commitment has to be 

adjusted according to the wind power output. This is due to the fact that wind power will always 

be deployed first as electricity production from wind has marginal costs close to zero. Due to 

the variability of wind power plants using different production technologies could therefore be 

operated inefficiently – especially in systems with thermal generation units.  

As outlined in chapter 4.2 Iceland’s electricity is mainly produced from hydropower, 

which also in situations with abundant water has marginal costs close to zero. Therefore, 

economically there should not be any great advantages in preferring wind power over hydro 

power. The decision will much rather have to be based on the availability of the resource and 

how to use them in the most efficient way. Here it might be possible that in the Icelandic grid 

synergies can be used among the two production technologies that could increase the efficiency 

of unit commitment. Indeed, it is common that hydropower backed systems do experience 

lower water levels in reservoirs in winter due to low precipitation. In especially dry winters 

this can lead to a shortage situation (Ove et al., 2009). Wind speed on the other hand are known 

to be higher in winter. As a matter of fact, it can be shown from the data that also in the 

simulations mean wind power production in the winter months is higher on average (~ 109.4 
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MW) and lower in the summer months (~69.5 MW). As power consumption is known to 

increase in winter as well an efficient use would contribute to security and long term adequacy 

as shortage situations could be decreased. Yet, it should be noted that generally capital 

intensive power plant facilities may struggle to recover their fixed costs if the aforementioned 

price effects (Chapter 3.4; (Mauritzen, 2011)) lower prices too much. As the price in the 

Icelandic market are commonly set bilaterally this problematic should not arise, however. 

 

8.3  Assumptions and Limitations 

 

Despite the interesting results derived in this thesis, a large number of simplifications had to 

be made due to unavailability of data, and mathematical or software constraints. The results 

only hold under these assumptions discussed in the previous methodology sections in chapters 

5.1, 5.2, 6.1, 6.3 and 7.1. It seems therefore important to discuss and further elaborate on the 

reasons for made assumptions and the implied limitations of the results. The discussion should 

then shed light on the adequacy of the results and how to improve them. 

One central assumption made over the course of this thesis was that the distribution of 

the hour ahead forecast error is equal to the distribution of the forecast errors over the entire 

year. It is needless to say that a historic analysis of the forecast error of wind power is not 

possible as no sufficient data exists. Every substitution with data from other countries would 

result in a worse estimate of the error as the main factor determining the shape is the wind 

speed and the associated forecast as weather conditions in every geographic location are 

unique. The distribution therefore had to be modelled in order to conduct statistical analysis. 

As the forecast error depends on the wind power output and the associated forecast, it was 

attempted to model a conditional forecast error using copula theory as presented in Zhang, 

Kang, Xia, and Liang (2014). The application of this theory allows to derive a probability 

distribution of the forecast error for every given forecasted wind power output by modelling 

and using the dependence structure between observed and forecasted wind power output. It 

therefore indirectly sheds light on a possible distribution of the forecast error. The many 

statistical estimation processes entailed in the computation as well as simple software 

limitations did not allow for mathematically correct results as the estimation error was 

increased mainly by carrying it along and transforming it.  

An effort was made to incorporate computational methods outlined, for example, in  M. 

Lange (2005) but, as these theories also partly require models of the joint distribution of two 
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variables, the same problems were encountered. Therefore, the assumption that the hourly 

forecast error distribution is equal to the distribution of the error over one year was deemed 

necessary. It should be noted therefore that the analysis conducted only allows one constant 

forecast error distribution for every hour, which in reality might not necessarily be true.  

In order to make sure that the distribution is not entirely unrealistic several studies have 

been used for a comparison of probability distribution shapes. Especially after comparing the 

shape of the final system forecast error and shapes from studies of wind power errors using 

historic data of forecast errors such as the analysis by Hodge et al. (2012) and Florita, Hodge, 

and Milligan (2012) it can be said that the results look promising after the simulated 

convolution process. The outcome therefore certainly holds for a first approximation of 

necessary reserve adaption in the Iceland electricity market. 

Another assumption made in this thesis was that the general forecast error in the system 

stems from a Gaussian distribution whose values lie between -40 and +40 MW 99.9% of the 

time. The assumption was made due to the lack of data and in order to reflect that the regulatory 

reserve of +/- 40 MW suffices for 99.9% of all hours in one year. Due to the definition of this 

‘perfect market’ the best outcome for the system operator will always be to not integrate any 

wind power as it will always require an adaption of the reserve and imply additional cost for 

system operations – even if at low levels. It could be possible, though, that for small scale wind 

power integration no additional reserve has to be built if the tails of the actual distribution of 

the load forecast error are shorter and therefore also shorten the tail region of the overall 

forecast error. As the main aim of this thesis was to analyze a case with a power plant of 203 

MW the results derived could slightly overestimate the real reserve needs. This however does 

not disqualify the outcome of this thesis as the results regarding an addition of reserves could 

be considered a worst case simulation.  

The second limitation imposed by this assumption is a simple loss in accuracy. 

Evidently, it would have been more precise to use real data of forecast errors currently incurred 

in the system and derive an empiric distribution. While it is not impossible for the load forecast 

error to come from a Gaussian distribution in certain hours, imposing a distribution for all hours 

of the year does not account for all different shapes of the forecast error. This also holds true 

for the wind power forecast error. To resolve this problem real data of forecast error would be 

the optimal choice. Such data most likely exists and should be used for further research in order 

to produce a more accurate distribution of the current forecast error without wind.  

Lastly, it was assumed that the general forecast error and the wind specific forecast 

error are independent random variables in order to be able to conduct statistical analysis and 
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convolute them. This assumption might not always hold true as there most likely are factors 

that link the two variables. Take for example an unexpected storm: As derived above the wind 

specific forecast error could be severe due to unscheduled shut down of the power plant for 

protection. Such a storm could then possibly also result in an unexpected increase in demand 

for heating – translating into an increase in the general forecast error. Due to the fact that in 

Iceland electrical heating is rare this relation can be neglected. Yet, there most likely are other 

causal relationships between the variables. The assumption therefore at least partly does not 

reflect the true inner relationship due to the presence of cofounding effects and might be 

slightly distorted. 

Another issue which is less of an assumption but does impose a limitation on outcomes 

is found in the dispersed power plant scenario. Due to the problems encountered when trying 

to model a second wind time series it was decided to source the distribution of the simulated 

wind specific error and introduce correlation via a Cholesky decomposition. While the 

procedure is simple in computation it also implies a set of assumptions made regarding the 

dependence structure and distribution of the forecast errors in both sites. 

Firstly, simulating a dependent variable with Cholesky decomposition implicitly 

assumes a multivariate normal dependence structure. Therefore, it does not allow to determine 

and model a specific dependence structure of the two variables, which might portray reality 

better. This is not necessarily a wrong assumption, yet the results might look differently in 

reality.  

Secondly, the Cholesky decomposition procedure as it is set up imposes that the second 

forecast error is derived from the same empirical distribution as the initially used forecast error 

series which again does not necessarily hold in reality. This as well is not entirely impossible, 

yet should be considered when interpreting outcomes of the simulation.  

As can be seen in Figure 22 the modelling approach resulted in a dependence structure 

where extreme negative forecast errors rarely happen at the same time. This means that the risk 

of a technically possible negative forecast error of -203 MW is negligible. This is a result that 

should be interpreted with caution as these events are still possible. Due to the doubling of the 

realizations and the random interactions thereof it can be said though that they might decrease 

in likelihood and only occur in situations where both maximum forecast errors add up. This is 

not necessarily a flaw of the computation as the central part of this analysis was the core part 

of the distributions which could be sufficiently reflected by this procedure. Furthermore, this 

approach allowed to choose the correlation and allowed flexibility according to the selected 

site. Nevertheless, improvements can be made by using two sets of wind speeds at a selected 
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site, analyze their exact dependence structure and distribution to truly investigate the 

smoothing error. A possible tool for such analyses and computations are the aforementioned 

copulas, which allow an exact modelling of the joint relationship. The main takeaway from the 

dispersed power plant part should therefore not be the absolute numbers but rather the fact that 

smoothing does bear substantial cost and operational advantages. 

For both cases another fact that is worthy to be mentioned is that extreme forecast error 

events in the simulations are caused by mispredictions of wind speeds only. This, of course, is 

not the only reason for the forecast errors as forced outages due to technical issues, for example, 

lead to an overestimation of production as well. Power system operation would be impacted in 

the same way and risk of system failure substantially increased. This suggests that the risk for 

extreme errors might be slightly higher in reality, which in turn increases uncertainty in the 

model. 

It can therefore be summarized that all assumptions made are legitimate but can be 

improved by addition of real data analysis and using probability forecasts much rather than 

point forecasts like in this thesis.  
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9  Concluding Remarks and Future Research 
 

This thesis analyzed the impacts of the integration of wind power on security of the Icelandic 

power system using a planned wind power project by Landsvirkjun in the Búrfell area of 203 

MW as a scenario. The impact was analyzed quantitatively by computing a wind power output 

time series and associated forecast, of which a forecast error was derived. The forecast error 

then served as basis for an assessment whether or not the existing legally required reserves in 

the regulating power market in Iceland of 40 MW should be adjusted and by how much in case 

the project is launched. In this context additionally a sensitivity analysis was conducted to 

estimate the relationship between the installed capacity of wind power and the necessary 

adjustment of reserves. The results then allowed to make statements about the tendency of 

increased costs for power system operations. In order to also account for possible profits from 

a smoothing effect known to exist in the presence of geographically dispersed power plants the 

simulation was also executed under the assumption that two power plants will be built with an 

accumulated installed capacity of 203 MW. For comparability reasons the results were then 

also complemented by a further sensitivity analysis of the same relationship as in the single 

power plant case. Finally, for the sake of completeness general other impacts from wind 

integration were outlined. 

Main findings from the forecast error impact study suggested that for the power plant 

project planned by Landsvirkjun an additional 14.1 MW will be necessary in order to maintain 

system security. Furthermore, it could be shown that an additional risk is introduced by the 

integration of the power plant in the form of severe forecast errors cause by unexpected events. 

The latter is a risk that cannot be mitigated by any reserve adjustments and other measures such 

as adequate grid adjustments will have to considered.  

In the dispersed power plant scenario findings were similar with the difference that 

substantial savings can be realized in terms of reserve adjustment. With an equal capacity of 

203 MW only 8.2 MW of additional reserve would be necessary – a reduction of 41.5% 

compared to the single power plant case. 

The two associated sensitivity analyses then showed that in either case the relationship 

between an additional megawatt of wind power integrated and the according excess reserve 

need for the regulating power market is monotonically increasing. A key finding from this 

analysis was that for any capacity to be integrated the dispersed power plant scenario required 

less additional reserves for every additional megawatt installed. This in turn also implies that 
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the integration of higher capacities is more efficient than in the single power plant case due to 

the slower growing marginal need for reserves. Linking the results to costs for power system 

operations it could then be concluded that from an economic standpoint commissioning of two 

power plants rather than one allows for substantial savings in costs of power system operations 

in terms of regulating power. 

Finally, additional threats to security were found to be possible shortages in the 

transmission system capacity or connection. The associated necessary adaptions of the grid are 

dependent on the location of wind power integration and increase with distance to the main 

network and lack of capacity in the area of construction. Yet, overall impacts seem to be more 

severe in the dispersed power plant case as at least one highly remote area will have to be 

connected to the system altering the overall dynamics. 

Possible advantages from wind power integration and security could be found in a 

possibility to use synergies between the different times of availability of the resources of the 

generation technologies in Iceland. As hydro and wind complement themselves quite well in 

availability, possible shortage situations in dry years could be mitigated as well as overall 

system efficiency and reliability improved. 

As outlined in chapter 8.3 the computation required a substantial amount of 

simplifications and assumptions due to the lack of data, time and software constraints. Further 

research therefore could improve the results of this thesis by developing a more precise 

computational approach for possibly conditional distributions of forecast errors on wind speeds 

in conjunction with the use of real forecast error data. Moreover, more research should be 

undertaken on the remaining risks to the power system briefly discussed in chapters 3.4 and 

8.3, especially on impacts of the complementary nature of wind power and hydropower. 
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Appendix A 
 

1.   Example of Histogram for Graphical Determination of Normality 

 

 
 

2.   R-Output for Anderson Darling Test using residuals of ARMA(2,2) model 
 

 
 
 
 

3.   R Output for Anderson Darling Test using simulated general forecast error 
matrix 
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Appendix B  
R – Code: Wind Speed Forecast 

  

library(TSA)  

library(forecast)  

library(car)  

library(nortest)  

library(MASS)  

 
#_________________________  Read  in  Data  &  Fill  Gaps  

 
WindSpeedData<-‐read.table("/Users/felixmichel/Desktop/Master  

Thesis/Data/MA/Data/Burfell_wind.txt",  header=1);  

x  <-‐  WindSpeedData$F[1070:23531]  

firstHour  <-‐  24*(as.Date("2014-‐02-‐14  14:00:00")-‐as.Date("2016-‐09-‐12  15:00:00"))  

 
trial<-‐ts(x,start=c(2014,firstHour),frequency=8760);  

timedata  <-‐  

ISOdatetime(WindSpeedData$AR[1070:23531],WindSpeedData$MAN[1070:23531],WindSpeedData$DAG

UR[1070:23531],WindSpeedData$KLST[1070:23531],0,0,tz="GMT")  

timereal  <-‐  seq(from  =  as.POSIXct("2014-‐02-‐14  14:00",tz="GMT"),to  =  as.POSIXct("2016-‐09-‐

12  15:00",tz="GMT"),  by="hour")  

timemissing  <-‐  timereal[is.na(match(timereal,timedata))]  

  

#Add  in  missing  time  steps  

time  <-‐timedata  

df  =  data.frame(time,x);  

time  <-‐  timereal  

newdf  <-‐  merge(data.frame(time),df,all.x=TRUE,by="time")  

 
#  Replace  missing  data  points  by  the  wind  two  weeks  ahead  

xmissing  <-‐  which(is.na(newdf$x)==1);  

newdf$x[xmissing]<-‐  trial[xmissing+2*24*7];  

require(forecast)  

require(xts)  

xt  <-‐  newdf$x  

 
#________________________  MODEL  SELECTION    

 
newdfTSx<-‐msts(xt,seasonal.periods=c(24,25*24,182.5*24,24*365),start=c(2015,1))  

newdfDEC<-‐stl(newdfTSx,s.window='per')  

plot(newdfDEC)  

RandomWind<-‐newdfDEC$time.series[,3]  

adf.test(RandomWind,alternative="stationary");  



 III 

acf(RandomWind)  

pacf(RandomWind)  

eacf(RandomWind)  

  

#_____________________  ARIMA  FIT  

  

ptrain  =  8766;    

fit1  <-‐  Arima(RandomWind[1:16451],order=c(4,0,0))  

fit2  <-‐  Arima(RandomWind[1:16451],order=c(5,0,0))  

fit3  <-‐  Arima(RandomWind[1:16451],order=c(1,0,2))  

fit4<-‐Arima(RandomWind[1:16451],order=c(1,0,3))  

fit5<-‐Arima(RandomWind[1:16451],order=c(2,0,2))  

 
#____RESIDUAL  ANALYIS  -‐  MODEL  DIAGNOSTICS  

 
residfit1<-‐fit1$residuals  

plot(residfit1,typ='l')  

plot(density(residfit1))  

acf(residfit1)              

Box.test(residfit1,type=c("Ljung-‐Box"))  

 
residfit2<-‐resid(fit2)  

plot(residfit2,typ='l')  

plot(density(residfit2))  

acf(residfit2)              

Box.test(residfit2,type=c("Ljung-‐Box"))  

 
residfit3<-‐resid(fit3)  

plot(residfit3,typ='l')  

plot(density(residfit3))  

acf(residfit3)              

Box.test(residfit3,type=c("Ljung-‐Box"))  

 
residfit4<-‐resid(fit4)  

plot(residfit4,typ='l')  

plot(density(residfit4))  

acf(residfit4)              

Box.test(residfit4,type=c("Ljung-‐Box"))  

 
residfit5<-‐resid(fit5)  

plot(residfit5,typ='l')  

plot(density(residfit5))  

acf(residfit5)              

Box.test(residfit5,type=c("Ljung-‐Box"))  

  

 
  



 IV 

AIC(fit1,fit2,fit3,fit4,fit5);  

ad.test(residfit5)  

  

#_______  FORECAST  

 
pfore  =  8766;                          

fcloop  <-‐  numeric(pfore)      

 
h  <-‐  1  

fcloop80  <-‐  array(0,c(pfore,2))  

fcloop95  <-‐  array(0,c(pfore,2))  

for(i  in  1:pfore)    

{  

    fita  <-‐  Arima(xt[1:(ptrain+i)],  order  =  c(2,0,2))  

    temp  <-‐  forecast(fita,  h=h)  

    fcloop[i]  <-‐  temp$mean[h]    

    fcloop80[i,1]  <-‐  temp$lower[h,1]  

    fcloop95[i,1]  <-‐  temp$lower[h,2]  

    fcloop80[i,2]  <-‐  temp$upper[h,1]  

    fcloop95[i,2]  <-‐  temp$upper[h,2]  

}  

fittime  =  newdf$time[(ptrain+1):(ptrain+pfore)]  

low80  =  fcloop80[,1]  

high80  =  fcloop80[,2]  

low95  =  fcloop95[,1]  

high95  =  fcloop95[,2]  

fitdf  <-‐  data.frame(fittime,fcloop,low80,high80,low95,high95)  

FeWind<-‐newdf$x[(ptrain+1):(ptrain+pfore)]-‐fcloop  

fitfe<-‐data.frame(fittime,FeWind)  

fitdf<-‐data.frame(fittime,fcloop)  

    

#_________________________  WIND  POWER  CONVERSION  ___________________  

#____  actual  

    

rho<-‐1.225;  

radius<-‐101/2;  

Area<-‐radius^2*pi  

betz<-‐0.59;  

eff<-‐0.99;  

v_r<-‐newdf$x[(ptrain+1):(ptrain+pfore)];  

v_fc<-‐fitdf$fcloop;  

n=58  

 
Vmax<-‐28  

Vmin<-‐2  

Pmax<-‐3.5*n  



 V 

  

 
cond1<-‐v_r<Vmin  

cond2<-‐v_r>Vmax  

 
status1r<-‐ifelse(cond1,0,1);      

status2r<-‐ifelse(cond2,0,status1r);      

 
Power_unlimited=0.5*rho*Area*v_r^3*betz*eff/1000000*n;  

Power_r=Power_unlimited*status2r  

Power_limitedr<-‐ifelse(Power_r>Pmax,Pmax,Power_r);  

plot(Power_limitedr,typ='l')  

 
Unlimited_r<-‐data.frame(fittime,Power_unlimited);  

FINAL_Pr<-‐data.frame(fittime,Power_limitedr);  

  

#_________________________  FORECAST  POWER  TRANSFORMATION  

 
cond3<-‐v_fc<Vmin  

cond4<-‐v_fc>Vmax  

 
status3r<-‐ifelse(cond3,0,1);      

status4r<-‐ifelse(cond4,0,status3r);      

 
Power_unlimitedfc=0.5*rho*Area*v_fc^3*betz*eff/1000000*n;  

Power_fc=Power_unlimitedfc*status4r  

Power_limitedfc<-‐ifelse(Power_fc>Pmax,Pmax,Power_fc);  

plot(Power_limitedfc,typ='l')  

  

 
Unlimited_fc<-‐data.frame(fittime,Power_unlimitedfc);  

FINAL_Pfc<-‐data.frame(fittime,Power_limitedfc);  

  

 
#________________________  FORECAST  ERROR  POWER  TRNASFORMATION  

 
WINDFE<-‐FINAL_Pr$Power_limitedr-‐FINAL_Pfc$Power_limitedfc  

WINDFE_unlim<-‐Power_unlimited-‐Power_unlimitedfc  

xWindFE<-‐data.frame(fittime,WindFE)  

Limit1<-‐rep(-‐40,length(fittime))  

Limit<-‐data.frame(fittime,Limit1)  

 
#________________  Approximate  function  calculate  probability  for  -‐40  

 
d<-‐density(WindFE)  

plot(density(WindFE))  
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#___________________Calculate  probability  of  error  <=-‐40  

 
fe.dens.prelim<-‐density(WindFE)  

library(sfsmisc);  

amount.prelim<-‐integrate.xy(fe.dens.prelim$x,fe.dens.prelim$y,min(fe.dens.prelim$x),-‐40)  

HoursPROBLEM.prelim<-‐amount.prelim*pfore  

 
#____________  Periodicity  

 
spec<-‐periodogram(RandomWind)  

specsy<-‐spec$freq*24  

plot(specsy[1:1500],spec$spec[1:1500],typ='h')  
 

 

R-Code: Convolution 

 

library(logspline)  

library(xlsx)  

Loaddata<-‐read.xlsx("/Users/felixmichel/Desktop/Master  Thesis  

Data/Load.xlsx",sheetIndex="Gogn  Vinnsla",colIndex=2,rowIndex  =  c(3:8763),header=TRUE)  

Powerdata<-‐read.csv("/Users/felixmichel/Desktop/Master  Thesis  Data/Powerfram.csv",  

header=1,sep=',');  

loadE<-‐Loaddata$Heildar.orkuvinnsla  

P.lim<-‐Powerdata$Power_limitedr  

P.limfc<-‐Powerdata$Power_limitedfc  

WindFE<-‐Powerdata$Power_limitedr-‐Powerdata$Power_limitedfc  

  

#_______________  Forecast  Error  Convolution    

 
forecast.e<-‐P.lim-‐P.limfc  

hist(forecast.e,breaks=100)  

dens.fe<-‐density(forecast.e)  

Fe<-‐matrix(0,nrow=8766,ncol=1000)  

random.fe<-‐matrix(0,nrow=8766,ncol=1000)  

fe.conv<-‐matrix(0,nrow=8766,ncol=1000)  

fe.log<-‐logspline(forecast.e,lbound=-‐203)  

set.seed(200)  

for(t  in  1:1000){  

    Fe[,t]<-‐rnorm(8766,0,40/3.1)  

    random.fe[,t]  <-‐  rlogspline(8766,fe.log)  

    fe.conv[,t]<-‐Fe[,t]+random.fe[,t]  

}  

 
library(sfsmisc);  
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amount1<-‐integrate.xy(fe.dens$x,fe.dens$y,min(fe.dens$x),-‐40)  

HoursPROBLEM1<-‐amount1*pfore  

 
probs95<-‐quantile(fe.conv,probs  =  c(0.001,0.999))  

  

#___________________  Caluculate  hourly  variation  real  for  2015  

  

v_r15<-‐newdf$x[7691:(16450)]  

cond12<-‐v_r15<Vmin  

cond21<-‐v_r15>Vmax  

status12r<-‐ifelse(cond12,0,1);    

status21r<-‐ifelse(cond21,0,status12r);    

 
Power_unlimited15=0.5*rho*Area*(v_r15)^3*betz*eff/1000000*n;  

Power_r15=Power_unlimited15*status21r  

Power_limitedr15<-‐ifelse(Power_r15>Pmax,Pmax,Power_r15);  

variation<-‐diff(Power_limitedr15)  

densVar<-‐density(variation,from=-‐203,to=203);  

plot(densVar);  

hist(variation)  

plot(variation,  typ='l')  

sd(variation)  

 
#_______  Variation  load  

 
varLoad<-‐diff(loadE/1000)  

densVarload<-‐density(varLoad)  

plot(densVarload)  

hist(varLoad)  

  

hoursyear<-‐seq(1:8759)  

VarFrame<-‐data.frame(newdf$time[7692:16450],hoursyear,varLoad,variation)  

loadsorted<-‐sort(varLoad,decreasing=TRUE)  

netloadsorted<-‐sort(varLoad-‐variation,decreasing=TRUE)  

VarFrameDur<-‐data.frame(hoursyear,loadsorted,netloadsorted)  
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R-Code Dispersed Power Plant 

  

Powerdata<-‐read.csv("/Users/felixmichel/Desktop/Master  Thesis  Data/Powerfram.csv",  

header=1,sep=',');  

 
fcloop1<-‐Powerdata$fcloop  

Wind11<-‐Powerdata$v_r  

 
fittime  =  newdf$time[(ptrain+1):(ptrain+pfore)]  

  

 
rho<-‐1.225;  

radius<-‐101/2;  

Area<-‐radius^2*pi  

betz<-‐0.59;  

eff<-‐0.99;  

nn=29  

lowerx<-‐-‐nn*3.5  

upperx<-‐nn*3.5  

Vmax<-‐28  

Vmin<-‐2  

Pmax1<-‐3.5*nn  

 
#Real  Power  conversion  

 
cond11<-‐Wind11<Vmin  

cond22<-‐Wind11>Vmax  

status11<-‐ifelse(cond11,0,1);    

status22<-‐ifelse(cond22,0,status11);      

Powerw1=0.5*rho*Area*Wind11^3*betz*eff/1000000*nn;  

Power1=Powerw1*status22  

Power.lim1<-‐ifelse(Power1>Pmax1,Pmax1,Power1);  

plot(Power.lim1,typ='l')  

Power.lim1short<-‐Power.lim1[(ptrain+1):(ptrain+pfore)]  

P11<-‐data.frame(fittime,Power.lim1short)  

P11.100<-‐data.frame(fittime[1:100],Power.lim1short[1:100])  

 
#  Forecast  Power  Conversion  

  

restrict1<-‐fcloop1<Vmin  

restrict2<-‐fcloop1>Vmax  

stat1<-‐ifelse(restrict1,0,1);    #binary  vector  for  Vmin  (cut-‐in)  

stat2<-‐ifelse(restrict2,0,stat1);    #binary  vector  vor  Vmin  and  Vmax  (cut-‐in;cut-‐out)  

Powerfc1=0.5*rho*Area*fcloop1^3*betz*eff/1000000*nn;  

Power11=Powerfc1*stat2  

Power.lim.fc1<-‐ifelse(Power11>Pmax1,Pmax1,Power11);  
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P11fc<-‐data.frame(fittime,Power.lim.fc1)  

P11fc.100<-‐data.frame(fittime[1:100],P11fc$Power.lim.fc1[1:100])  

  

#  Forecast  Error  POWER  Dispersed  Wind11  

  

Fe.P11<-‐Power.lim1-‐Power.lim.fc1  

FE.P11<-‐data.frame(fittime,Fe.P11)  

Power100x<-‐data.frame(Power.lim.fc1,Power.lim1,Fe.P11,fittime)  

export(Power100x,"Power100xx.csv")  

  

#________  Produce  correlated  forecast  error  &  Analyse  

  

rho1=0.1    

fitspline1<-‐logspline(Fe.P11,lbound=lowerx,ubound=upperx)  

  

#________  Cholesky  Decomposition  

  

Corr_Mat  <-‐  matrix(c  (1.00,  rho1,  rho1,  1.00),  nrow=2,ncol=2,byrow=TRUE)  

stopifnot(eigen(Corr_Mat)$values  >  0)  

set.seed(200)  

random.log1<-‐  matrix(rlogspline(8766000*2,fitspline1),  nc=2  )  

random.logcorr  <-‐  random.log1  %*%  chol(Corr_Mat)  

 
random.fe1<-‐random.log1[,1]  

random.fe3<-‐random.logcorr[,2]  

random.fe2<-‐ifelse(random.fe3<=(lowerx),lowerx,random.fe3)  

newfe.conv<-‐random.fe1+random.fe2  

FeVec<-‐as.vector(Fe)  

fe.disp.conv<-‐newfe.conv+FeVec  

  

dens.fe11<-‐density(fe.disp.conv)  

 
library(sfsmisc);  

amount2<-‐integrate.xy(dens.fe11$x,dens.fe11$y,min(dens.fe11$x),-‐40)  

HoursPROBLEM2<-‐amount2*pfore  

probs9511<-‐quantile(fe.disp.conv,probs  =  c(0.001,0.999))  

 
mispobs1<-‐matrix(0,nrow=5,ncol=1)  

mispobs1[1,1]<-‐nn*3.5  

mispobs1[2,1]<-‐probs9511[1]+40  

mispobs1[3,1]<-‐probs9511[2]-‐40  

mispobs1[4,1]<-‐-‐mispobs1[2,1]/40  

mispobs1[5,1]<-‐mispobs1[3,1]/40  
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R-Code: Plots 

#___________  PLOT  SECTION  Forecast  

plot(0,0,xlim  =  c(min(fitdf$fittime),max(fitdf$fittime)),ylim  =  c(min(newdf$x)-‐

1,max(newdf$x)+1),type  =  "n",xaxt="n",xlab="Time",ylab="m/s")  #blank  plot  window  

lines(newdf,col=1)  

title('Wind  Speed  Data')          #plot  the  forecast  errors  

axis.POSIXct(side=1,  at=cut(fitdf$fittime,  "days"),  format="%d/%m")  

 
hist(residfit5,  breaks=20,prob=TRUE,    

          xlab="x-‐variable",    

          main="Histogram  of  ARMA(2,2)  Residuals  ")  

curve(dnorm(x,  mean=mean(residfit5),  sd=sd(residfit5)),    

            col="darkblue",  lwd=2,  add=TRUE,  yaxt="n")  

 
  

#  1  Forecast  vs.  Real  Data  WIND  SPEED  

 
plot("Time","m/s",xlim  =  c(min(fitdf$fittime),max(fitdf$fittime)),ylim  =  c(0,40),type  =  

"n",xaxt="n")  #blank  plot  window  

lines(newdf[(ptrain+1):(ptrain+pfore),],col=1)  

lines(fitdf,col=2,lty=2)  

polygon(c(fittime,rev(fittime)),c(low95,rev(high95)),col  =  rgb(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2),border  =  

NA)  

polygon(c(fittime,rev(fittime)),c(low80,rev(high80)),col  =  rgb(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2),border  =  

NA)  

legend("topright",  legend  =  c('Actual','Forecast'),  

              text.width  =  strwidth("1,000,000"),  col  =  1:2,  

              lty  =  1:2,  xjust  =  1,  yjust  =  1,  

              title  =  "Legend")  

title('Hour-‐ahead  forecast  of  windspeed  using  an  auto.ARIMA  model')  

axis.POSIXct(side=1,  at=cut(fitdf$fittime,  "days"),  format="%m/%d")  

 
#  2  Forecast  Error  over  forecast  time  "pfore"  

  

plot(0,0,xlim  =  c(min(fitdf$fittime),max(fitdf$fittime)),ylim  =  c(min(fitfe$FeWind)-‐

1,max(fitfe$FeWind)+1),type  =  "n",xaxt="n",xlab="Time",ylab="m/s")    

lines(fitfe,col=1)  

title('Forecast  Error  Wind  Speeds')            

axis.POSIXct(side=1,  at=cut(fitdf$fittime,  "days"),  format="%d/%m")  

plot(density(ForecastErrors))    

 
#  3  LIMITED  outputs  against  each  other  

  

plot(0,0,xlab="Time",ylab="MW",xlim  =  c(min(fitdf$fittime),max(fitdf$fittime)),ylim  =  

c(0,210),type  =  "n",xaxt="n")  #blank  plot  window  
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lines(FINAL_Pr,col=1)  #plot  the  actual  wind  speeds  

lines(FINAL_Pfc,col=2,lty=2)  #plot  the  forecasted  wind  speeds  

legend("topleft",  legend  =  c('Actual','Forecast'),  

              text.width  =  strwidth("1,000,000"),  col  =  1:2,  

              lty  =  1:2,  xjust  =  1,  yjust  =  1,  

              title  =  "Legend")  

title('Real  Power  Production  vs.  Hour-‐ahead  forecast  of  Wind  Power  Output')  

axis.POSIXct(side=1,  at=cut(fitdf$fittime,  "days"),  format="%m/%d")  

  

 
#  4  FORECAST  ERROR  POWER  

 
plot(0,0,xlim  =  c(min(fitdf$fittime),max(fitdf$fittime)),ylim  =  c(-‐

200,max(WindFE$WINDFE+1)),type  =  "n",xaxt="n",xlab="Time",ylab="MW")  #blank  plot  window  

lines(WindFE,col=1)    

lines(Limit,col=2,lty=2)    

title('Forecast  Error  Wind  Power')  

axis.POSIXct(side=1,  at=cut(fitdf$fittime,  "days"),  format="%d/%m")  

 
#_________________  Plot  Section:  Forecast  Error  Convolution    

#  General  FE  and  Wind  Specific  FE  

hist(WindFE,breaks=100,  xlab="MW",    

          main="Forecast  Error  Wind  Specific");    

hist(random.fe,breaks=100,  xlab="MW",    

          main="Simulated  Forecast  Error  Wind  Specific");    

hist(Fe,  breaks=50,  xlab="MW",    

          main="General  Forecast  Error");    

hist(fe.conv,breaks=100,  xlab="MW",    

          main="Convoluted  Forecast  Error  ");        

 
plot(fe.dens,xlab="MW",main="Density  Convoluted  Forecast  Error")  

abline(v=-‐40,lty=2)  

points(-‐40,fe.dens.approx(-‐40),cex=1.2,pch=20,col="blue")    

plot(0,0,xlim  =  c(0,203),ylim  =  c(min(mispobs3[5,]*100-‐10),max(mispobs3[5,]*100+10)),type  

=  "n",xlab="MW",ylab="%",main="Percentage  of  Reserve  Adaption  Single  Power  Plant")  #blank  

plot  window  

abline(h  =  0,  lty  =  2)  

lines(mispobs3[1,],mispobs3[4,]*100,typ='b',col=2)  

lines(mispobs3[1,],mispobs3[5,]*100,typ='b',col=4)  

legend("topleft",  legend  =  c('Upward','Downward'),  

              text.width  =  strwidth("1,000,000"),  col  =  c(2,4),  

              lty  =  1:1,  xjust  =  1,  yjust  =  1,  

              title  =  "Reserve  Capacity")  

 
#  Hourly  Variations  

hist(conv.matrix1);  hist(Errorvar);  hist(random.points1)                    
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plot(0,0,xlab="Time",ylab="MW",xlim  =  c(newdf$time[7691],newdf$time[(7691+24*31)]),ylim  =  

c(min(Loaddata$Heildar.orkuvinnsla/1000),max(Loaddata$Heildar.orkuvinnsla/1000)),type  =  

"n",xaxt="n")  #blank  plot  window  

lines(newdf$time[7691:16450],(Loaddata$Heildar.orkuvinnsla/1000-‐Power_limitedr15),  

col="darkgrey",lty=1)  #plot  the  forecasted  wind  speeds  

lines(newdf$time[7691:16450],Loaddata$Heildar.orkuvinnsla/1000,  col=1)  #plot  the  actual  

wind  speeds  

legend("bottomleft",  legend  =  c('Load','Net  Load'),  

              text.width  =  strwidth("1,000,000"),  col  =  c(1,"grey"),  

              lty  =  1:1,  xjust  =  1,  yjust  =  1,  

              title  =  "Legend")  

title('Load  and  Net  Load')  

axis.POSIXct(side=1,  at=cut(newdf$time[7691:16450],  "days"),  format="%d/%m")  

 
plot(0,0,xlab="Time",ylab="MW",xlim  =  

c(min(VarFrameDur$hoursyear),max(VarFrameDur$hoursyear)),ylim  =  

c(min(VarFrameDur$loadsorted),max(VarFrameDur$netloadsorted)),type  =  "n")    

lines(VarFrameDur$hoursyear,VarFrameDur$netloadsorted,  col=1,lty=1)  

lines(VarFrameDur$hoursyear,VarFrameDur$loadsorted,col=2)    

legend("topright",  legend  =  c('Net  Load','Load'),  

              text.width  =  strwidth("1,000,000"),  col  =  c(1,2),  

              lty  =  1:1,  xjust  =  1,  yjust  =  1,  

              title  =  "Legend")  

title('Duration  Curve  Variations')  

  

#__________  Dispersed  Power  Plants  

#  Convolution:  General  FE  and  Wind  Specific  FE  dispersed  

 
scatterhist  =  function(x,  y,  xlab="",  ylab=""){  

    zones=matrix(c(2,0,1,3),  ncol=2,  byrow=TRUE)  

    layout(zones,  widths=c(4/5,1/5),  heights=c(1/5,4/5))  

    xhist  =  hist(x,  plot=FALSE,breaks=100)  

    yhist  =  hist(y,  plot=FALSE,breaks=100)  

    top  =  max(c(xhist$counts,  yhist$counts))  

    par(mar=c(3,3,1,1))  

    plot(x,y,typ='p',cex=0.5,col="black")  

    par(mar=c(0,3,1,1))  

    barplot(xhist$counts,  axes=FALSE,  ylim=c(0,  top),  space=0)  

    par(mar=c(3,0,1,1))  

    barplot(yhist$counts,  axes=FALSE,  xlim=c(0,  top),  space=0,  horiz=TRUE)  

    par(oma=c(3,3,0,0))  

    mtext(xlab,  side=1,  line=1,  outer=TRUE,  adj=0,    

                at=.8  *  (mean(x)  -‐  min(x))/(max(x)-‐min(x)))  

    mtext(ylab,  side=2,  line=1,  outer=TRUE,  adj=0,    

                at=(.8  *  (mean(y)  -‐  min(y))/(max(y)  -‐  min(y))))  
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}  

scatterhist(random.fe1[1:1000000],random.fe2[1:1000000],xlab="FE1",ylab="FE  2")  

dev.off()  

 
hist(random.fe1,breaks=100,  xlab="MW",    

          main="Simulation  Original  Forecast  Error")  

hist(random.fe2,breaks=100,  xlab="MW",    

          main="Simulated  Forecast  Error,  Corr=0.1")  

hist(newfe.conv,breaks=100,  xlab="MW",    

          main="Convoluted  Wind  Power  Forecast  Errors")  

hist(newfe.conv,breaks=100)  

 
hist(random.fe,breaks=60,col=rgb(1,0,0,0.3),border=rgb(1,0,0,0.3),  main="Simulated  

Forecast  Error")  

hist(newfe.conv,breaks=60,col=rgb(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.6),border=rgb(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.6),  add=TRUE)  

legend("topleft",  legend  =  c('Single','Dispersed'),  

              text.width  =  strwidth("1,000,000"),  col  =  c(rgb(1,0,0,0.3),rgb(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.6)),  

              lty  =  1:1,  xjust  =  1,  yjust  =  1,  

              title  =  "Legend")  

 
hist(fe.disp.conv,breaks=100,  xlab="MW",    

          main="Convoluted  Forecast  Error  Dispersed")  

hist(as.vector(random.fe)-‐newfe.conv,breaks=100,  xlab="MW",    

          main="Smoothing  Wind  Forecast  Error  compared  to  Single  Plant")  

 
plot(density(fe.disp.conv),xlab="MW",main="Convoluted  Forecast  Error  Dispersed")  

abline(v=-‐40,lty=2)  

points(-‐40,dd1(-‐40),cex=1.2,pch=20,col="blue")  

  

plot(0,0,xlim  =  c(0,203),ylim  =  c(min(mispobs3[5,]*100-‐10),max(mispobs3[5,]*100+10)),type  

=  "n",xlab="MW",ylab="%",main="Percentage  of  Reserve  Adaption  Dispersed")  #blank  plot  

window  

abline(h  =  0,  lty  =  2)  

lines(mispobs2[1,],mispobs2[4,]*100,typ='b',col=2)  

lines(mispobs2[1,],mispobs2[5,]*100,typ='b',col=4)  

lines(mispobs3[1,],mispobs3[4,]*100,typ='b',col="darkgrey")  

lines(mispobs3[1,],mispobs3[5,]*100,typ='b',col="lightgrey")  

legend("topleft",  legend  =  c('Upward','Downward','Upward  (s)','Downward  (s)'),  

              text.width  =  strwidth("1,000,000"),  col  =  c(2,4,"darkgrey","lightgrey"),  

              lty  =  1:1,  xjust  =  1,  yjust  =  1,  

              title  =  "Reserve  Capacity")  
 


